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TERMINAL Cl.OSl.IE lRAJECT~Y ANALYSIS PAO<AGE 
SUBJECT: Preliminary Orbiter to Space Operations Center (SOC) Terminal 
ClosurE Trajectory Analysis 
ASSTHACT 
This data package presents a description of the groundrules and procedures 
that evolveo in sinlJlatlng Shuttle Orbiter to Space Operations Center (SOC) 
docking. Also presented and discussed are the High Fidelity Relative MOtion 
Program (HfRt.p) results der.ved from the simulations. The OJrrent sinlJlation 
tecl'vllque evolved as the study progressed through experience gained in using 
HFRMP and by a better knowledge of astronaut activities and hardware limita-
tions of the Orbiter. It is prObably far f~ complete and changes and rule 
exceptions will invariably take place as higher fidelity studies are made. 
The drawback of this study and HFRMP is that it is not a real time simulation; 
that is, it does not have a "man-in-the-loop" capability. The method used 
here is to start the Orbiter at some star¥i-off dlstance from the SOC, make 
translational burns, and let the Orbiter coast in "ballistically." It is felt 
that, in most cases, if the Orbitel' can dock this way, it can dO at lea$t as 
good with a "man-in-the-loop." This is not intended to be an all encompassing 
study; there is a near infinite number of docking scenarios and parameters to 
vary. This study touches upon a number of the major variables, and serves to 
produce, with some degree of logic and order, a workable guide for some 
preliminary conclusions and future studies. The ~ortant conclusions are 
that out-of..plane docking is difficult, and that V and R dockings are 
marginal. This is true even at mininun distance and with a reduced nunber of 
thrusters firing to reduce the granularity of the impulse imparted. Appended 
to the end of this report are the results and the graphical output of the 
HFRMP computer runs. 
1. STlDY OOJECTlVES 
The purpose of this study was to explore, in a preliminary fashion, the 
feasibility of Shuttle Orbiter docking to the Space Operations Center (SOC) (A 
NASA concept design space station for the late 1980s.) SOC is depicted in 
Figure 1. Specifically the task was to simulate the in-orbit relative motion 
of the free-flying Orbiter and SOC, accounting for the Orbiter RCS and Digital 
Autopilot (OAP) systems, orbital mechaniCS, center of gravity (c.g.) offset of 
the Orbiter docking port, aero and gravity gradient effects, and other 
pertinent natural and man~de phenomena. 
Within this task, many basic assumptions can be made as to initial 
conditions. Since there is no specified flight path and procedure for 
docking, terminal closure sensitivities have been investigated. First order 
effects investigated are: Orbiter approach direction (+R-bar, +V-bar, +V-bar 
out of plane; see Figure 2 at the end of tne report); Orbiter approach -
attituoe (nose up or down (+V-bar), payload b3y up or down (+R-bar), both in 
plane; Orbiter sideways (+V~ar), out of plane; DAP thru$ter-compensation 
mode; final b~llistic docking distance and time to dock; rate and excursion 
attitude deaObands; and selection of various thruster combinations (differing 
from nominal) for translational pulses. 






































II. SlU)Y APPROAOi ORIGINAL P/".GE I;; 
OF POOR Q~ALITY 
A. Docking Scenario 
The !ll81n tool used to s1nlJlate Orbiter dOCking was the H1gh Fldel1ty 
Relative Motion Program (t-FRMP). This progr~ models the relative motion 
of the Orbiter and a payload (or SOC) and outputs orbital and relative 
motion parameters. The location and force coq:lOnents of each of the 44 
RCS thrusters are contained in program. They are used to DIOdel the 
Orbiter translational and rotational maneuvers currently possible, along 
with propellant consunpt1on. A thorough description of t-FRMP and 
references to its mechanization aI~ contained in Reference 1. 
The docldng scenario used is as follows: the Qrb!ter begins at the same 
irel1nation (and the same altitude if it is a V approach) as SOC, 
approximately 3,000 to 5,000 ft. away. In a series of three or four 
impul~ive burns the Orbiter "hops" (see Figure 1) along its velOCity 
vector until it reaches 1ts terminal closure distance, approximately 50 
ft. along either Vor Jr. From there, a cc:mbination of thruster bums is 
made so that the Orbiter "ballistically" coasts until docking. There are 
no pre-dock "man-J.n-the-loop" correction burns, with the exception of an 
optional mid-course rot~tional correction. Due to the time allocated to 
finishing this task, and because the propagation of Wtial IN errors 
during terminal closure determines a successful docldng, 0I11y the terminal 
closure portion of the scenario was simulsted. Reference 2 pxovides 
information on the "hopping" portion of the approach. 
B. Initial Conditions 
The HFRMP simulations performed were started with the face of the Otbite~ 
docking port at distarees of 50 and 30 feet from the face of thE: SOC 
docking port. The face of the Orbiter port was taken to be at 
X. = 620", V. = 0", Z. = 515" in structural body coordinates, 
with a diameter of 76 inches. HFRMP state variable inputs are appended to 
the end of the report in Table 1, along with all other figures, tables and 
HFRMP graphical output. Most of the inputs are self-explanatory; those 
that are not are explained below. Payload mass properties selected 
(Shuttle Oata File items 1-7) were from Mission 1 (due east, 28.5 
lrel1nation) In'Refereree 3. The Orbiter time event is pre-psyload 
deployment, payload doors-open. The SOC c.g. is in a 200 na",tlcal mile 
orbit at 28.5 lrel1nation. The synmetry of SOC is assunecl to be such that 
the cer terline of the docking part passes thru the c.g. and that the 
center of the docking port is only displaced from the c.g. along its 
X-axis. The c.g. of the SOC is asslJlled then to be on the face of the SOC 
port; for I-f'RMP purposes the docking results are l.Slaffected. Figure 3 
shows the c.g. offset of the docking face, the body axis coordinate system 
(Xb' Yb' Zb), and the docking coordinate system (Xn, Yd, Zd). Tt-e centerlines of the Orbiter port and SOC port are on the same V for 
+V docking with x.., parallel to the radius vector, R (nose up or down) 
and Yb perpendicular to the orbit plane. The c.g. is therefore offset 
above or below the orbit path of the SOC. 
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For ltdocking, the centerlines of the Orbiter pert and sex: port are on the 
same R separated by the initial docking distance. The Orbiter Vb axis 
is pe~icular to the orbit plane and ~ parallel to the velocity 
vector, Y of the orbiter (l'I8y~oad bay or 00wn). The c.g. is then 
displaced forward or aft of R. For sideways docking the centerlines of 
the two ports are both 1nit!.ally along the velocity vector of the SOC . 
c.g. This means the st.Jttle c.g. is displaced out of the orbital plane of 
the soc1· it hes a slightly different orbit inclination. The ~ axis is perpend eular to the orbit pla."le and the Vb axis is parallel to R'. I 
The c.g. offsets are neede'd because of the astronaut requirement to se~ 
the SOC docking port directly above out the upper cabin windows. The 
Shuttle and Payload I-states are the only HFRMP program files that must be 
updated for different approach paths. Items 9-11 of both files control 
initial attitudes of the Shuttle and payload respectively. Items 2-7 of 
the Payload I-state control initial displacement and velocity of the 
p!yload with respect to the Orbiter. The inputs shown are for a 50 foot 
-R terminal closure approach. ttlt shown are the flight profile segnents. 
They are input segments of time for the flight during which RCS (vernier 
or primary) firings can be conmanded, attitude holds specified, and RCS 
thruster c~t1on modes specified •. A segnent Commanding a -Zt, 
primary thruster bum was follwed by a segnent conmancling a -~ tfirust. 
Both burns were for less than a second and gave the desired tN s. They 
were followed in some cases by a segment Commanding a primary pitch 
correction bum, followed by a drift segment until docking. Another pitch 
correction segment during draft is optional. If docking sldeways was 
being attempted, a -Vb thruster firing in the beginning would be added 
along with segnents for yaw and roll conections. The AVS required for 
the docking and the relative velocities of the payload with respect to the 
Orbiter were obtained by runnil1Q the relative motlon program in 
Reference 4 before running HFRMP. 
c. SilllJlation t-tldel 
Hf'Rto'P is not a real-time program capable of making "man-in-the-loop" 
calculations. For example, during docking, if the astronaut sees he will 
miss the dock by a few inches, he would conrnand corrective pulses to 
control the error. Itlwever, this cannot be known ahead of time using 
HFRMP and thus cannot be corrected in this way. These kind of errors must 
be accepted as "dispersions" and weighed against whether a real time 
"man-in-the-loop" capability could correct them. That is why all the 
HFRMP docking terminal closure runs are "ballistic" or unguided after the 
initial burns. It was felt that if a fau nunber of docklC'g runs met the 
docking conditions, then a man at the thruster controls could certainly 
make any corrections necessary. 
Additionally, there was the problem of simulating the digital autopilot 
(OAP). The computer S8111P.Ling rate is 80 Milliseconos. Any conmanded burn 
is then a multiple of 80 milliseconds. The worst error occurs when the 
required firing time is slightly more or less tha~ some multiple of 80 
milliseconds. Then, the computer will f!:" apprOximately 80 milliseconds 
too long or too short. 
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Therefore, the thruster firing t1mes used for dispersions are the "ideal" 
-times necessary to achieve the exact IN's plus or miRJs 80 
IIl11iseconds. The ideal fi::ing times come from solving s1nJltaneously the 
coupled thrust equations for all the translational and rotational 
coamands. Th coupling coefficients aI'f' obtained by exorcising a ~ 
auxiliary prc..,ram that outputs the "response matrices." As explained in 
the paragraph after next, the primary thrusters are not syanetrical about 
the c.g. and do not thrust through the c.g., causing unwanted translations 
and rotations which mayor may not be compensated. Firing time errors in 
.... ltiples greater than 80 milliseconds GlJSt be investigated in later 
studies. 
The RCS thrusters can "be used In either the vernier mode (6 thrustersi, or 
the primary mode U8 thrusters). When one set of jets is used, the other 
is disabled. The vernier jets have a very low level of thrust and can 
only be used to control attitude. The primaries also have this ability 
but with lesser accuracy and larger deadbands. The verniers cannot be 
conmanded to impart translations. Therefore, the primaries IaJSt be used 
at the begiming of the terminal closure for translational burns. This 
IIW!8I\S that to use the verniers for rotational corrections, the control 
Rlode must be changed by computer entry, which could be done in a short 
time by a second man. Additionally, with a "man-in-the-loop", the 
astronaut would tend to inake iterative mininun ~se (.08 second) 
translational burns l6Itil docking. Because of this and because of a 
possible emergency which could require large translational burns 
immediately to prevent colliSion, the astronauts would be very reluctant 
to switch thruster modes, especially since it takes more than a few 
seconds to key in the c~ter entries. For these reasons, the primary 
thrusters are used for all RCS thruster burns in this docking sinlJlation. 
To date, NASA has used this approach for Orbiter Remote Man1pulator System 
(RMS) an rendezvous and grappling sirulations. 
A compenJation mode for the primary thrusters ~xists (R~ference 5) that 
nulls out extraneous translations and rotations for a glven translational 
or rotational coamand. The firing t1me of the compensatlng jets is 
generally ore-tenth the firing t1me of the comnand ;)nd maneuver itsel f • 
Since the rotational or translational commanded firing time is only a few 
multiples of 80 milliseconds, it follows the corrective pulses probably 
are not possible. The sinlJlations performed in this report are therefore 
all canpletely uncompensated. The coupling effect of translati.on and 
rotational commands becanes a major ·effect in the sinlJlation. 
III. SlM4ARY AN) COtCLUSIONS 
A. Surmary of Results 
The results discu~ here are appended on the end of this report. The 
graphical tt='Rf.9 output for each sinlJlation is also included. The results 
are sUJrllarized in terms of the stlJttle dOCking coordinate system, centereo 
on the face of the Orbiter docking port. This i$ shOwn in Figure 3. 
Table 2 shows the docking deSign i~ct conditions specified for SOC 
operations. These are the conditions that must be met for a "successful" 
docking. Tables 3, Il, and 5 sUllllarizes the docking results. There are no 
-V cases because they are mattenatically the same as +'1. The cases are 
labeled in the following fashlon: 1.2.5.6., etc. Table 6 sU!l1l8rizes the 
runbering code. AdditiON :lYt the ideal time from start of closure to 
dOCking 1S 1.8 minutes for 30 ft. approaches af"ld 3 minutes for 50 ft. 
approaches. These times were selected to get a contact velocity of about 
0.33 ft./sec. .:;.. 
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Most of the headings in Tables 2, :5 and 4 are self~lanatory. The 
firing times shcnfn are the 1deal times to ach1eve a perfect dock1ng for 
tne I. or Z ~nrusters +80 milliseconds. The post bum ,V's are the 
,V's achieved il1lllediately after the initial terminal closure firings 
(translational and rotational) but before the IllidcourSe corrections (1t 
any). 
Observing Tables ), 4, and S and comparing to Table 2, the critical 
docking condition is lateral misal1g-.nent. Successful cases are 
indicated. All the other docking conditions can be met easily, if a ~tch 
deadband is malntaiflf!d (tFRtoP lacks the autanatic capability to s1JlaJ1ate 
limit-C¥Cl~ aeadband behavior). For Tables) and 4, nine cases are 
successuI;9X of the 30 ft. +v cases. For Table 4, 25S of the SO ft. If 
cases ana 51B of the )0 ft. If cases are successful. t«lte the success rate 
is doubled by approximately halving the closure distance. Thts is to be 
expected as it gives the initial errors only half as long to propagate. 
The success rates at 30 ft. for V and Jf approaches camet ty~ CQq)ared 
directly. Since the V cases had higher_initial pitch rates, they needed 
more pitch corrections. Also, all the R cases used a single nose thruster 
to provide xt, thrust; 44X 9.f tne s~ngle nose thruster, p~tch rotationally 
corrected )0 ft. 1.8 min. V cases were successful; 501 of the 1.8 min. 30 
it. if cases were successful. Interesting to note is the effect of one 
R.rlmarl nose. thruster (F3F) vs. two (FlF, F2F); only ~ of t~ 2 thruSter 
V cases were successful as compared to 29X of the 1 thruster V cases. O'le 
thruster firing and miss~ng its ideal time by .08 seconds gives a 'V 
increment closer to the required val\J8 than two thrw:ters each missing 
their ideal time by .08 seconds. 
All except one of the successful docking cases in Tables 2, ), and 4 occur 
when both the Zb and Xb thrusters burn either 80 milliseconds too long 
or too short. These cases are virtually split between long or short. 
TIds makes sense because when one set of thrusters fires too long and the 
other too short, the error is effectively twice that o~ when they both 
fire short or long. Approach attitude appears to have little effect in 
terms of aero drag, or gravity gradient, as long as the 9.rbit~r is in a 
stable or sem1stable.attitude (one principle axis along R or V and one 
perpendicular to the orbit plane) because of the short dockiny tlmes 
involved. This was proven early in the study by making identical H="RMP 
docking runs from 50 ft. with and without full aero ano gravity gradient 
effects. The only dlscernable effect was a difference in lateral 
misalignnent of 0.1 inches. 
However, the offset of the c.g. from the Orbiter docking port causes 
orbital mechani~s effects, particularly in the sideways approach case (to 
be discussed later). The c.g. is displaced approximately 39 ft. from the 
port along the Xl) axis. When the astronaut targets the SOC port he 
lines it up with the Orbiter port so he can see it out the windows on the 
top of the cabin. Therefore, depending.on the approach attituae, the IN 
requirements w111 be difft=rent because of the way the c.g. is oriented 
with respect to the port. The astronaut has to be aware of this. An even 
bigger problem is Orbiter rotations. The astronaut in the cabin cannot 
perceive a difference between Orbiter translations and rotations because 
he is so far from the c.g. The solution for this would be to keep a very 
tight angle deadband. This approach was not desired during the sinJlation 
because the translat.ions imparted during .08 second pl.tch corrections can 
make the leteral nusalignment worse. Also, the allowed 6 degree pitCh 
misalignment docking condition in Table 1 permits large deadbands. 
SilllJlating tight deadbands to make the analysis more complete could be 
done in a follow-up study using ~~ 
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so. deadband information can be gleaned from this study, however. Tables 
7 and 8 show the 1118X1nuD Orbiter atti tlJde errors and equivalent deadbands, 
respectively. Table 7 shows the largest rate and angle excursions per 
case trom the initial terminal approach attitude. Yaw rates and angles 
are not shown because they are essentially zero. Notice hOw roll errors 
are very small also and probably do not require correction. The deadbands 
sham in Table 8 are derived by equating pitch corrections to deadbanding 
behavior. For applicable cases, a rounded-off value f~ Table 7 is 
listed in Table 8 as a rate deadband if it occurs at the beginning of the 
nn and as an excursion c!'!adband if it occurs !".elfway thru the run. The 
roll val.ues were so low that as before, they were excluded. The rU\S 
listed in Table 8 have rate c:teadbandt of approximately .oso/sec., and 
excursion deadbands of roughly 3 degrees. If t-FRtoP had full attitude hold 
capabilities ( it can orly simulate the amount at propellant used in 
attitude holds), the lU"IS probably would not be significantly different if 
these deadtands were used. The rate deadband wouldn't be real1stu: 
however, because according to Reference 5, the mlninun rate deadband with 
primary jat~ !s 0.2 degree/second. Then probably all attitude ~ntrol 
during term1nal approach would have to be accomplished using small (1.0 or 
less) pitch excursion deadbands. Vemier jets are capable of rate 
deadbands as low as 0.010/&ec, but cEmOt be used because they are 
disabled when the primary mod~ is initiatetJ. . 
An interesting effect occurred on all runs because of the IN component 
imparted in the +xt, direction when firing the -Zt, direction 
primaries. Q1 rlSlS with initial attitudes set up su that the tail (+'b) 
prlmBry thrusters would provide the impulse velocity needed along the 
X axis (+V, nose oown for example), the -zt, pr1mary thruster firing 
yielded more iq:Iulse along +X than necessary. Therefore, the nose 
primaries had to fire, instead of the tail primaries, to dec!ease the 
iq:Iu]se along the X axis to the correct level. The same haPPenEd in all 
other cases, becaus:- the initial attitude was selected so that the open 
payload bay and Orbiter port faced the SOC port. Most of the AV 
increase is required in the -It, direction; therefore, the +'b 
comporent of thrust due to a -2 command builds up due to the relatively 
long firing time of the primaries in the -~ oirection. Figure 4 
illustr9tes this for V ~ocking scenarios, for one and two nose thrusters, 
versus terminal docking distance. The time to dock has been normalized 
out of the plotted data by requiring an axial docking speed of about O.~3 
ft./sec. At approx1mately 53 ft. for the nose down Orbiter, the xt, 
thrusters do not have to be tumed on because the -~ primaries 
contributes enough +~ thrust. For a greater distance they do not 
provide enough thrust so for nose down cases the aft thrusters have to be 
used. For a flCIse up Orbiter, the -Zb thrusting provides +xt, impulse 
In the wrong direction, so that the nose thrusters always have to null out 
this AV besides providing the AV of opposite sign for docking. This 
Is why the nose up case curve never crosses the horizt.ntal. The curves 
for other approach cases ar~ about the same. 
The sideways V docking cases are presented in Table 9. They are~res~ted 
here separately because they were not analyzed as tho!,OUOhly as V and R 
cases and because the procedure involved in sideways V docking requires an 
extra out-of -plane translational bum and extra ~tat1onal L"IUl'ns. The 
Orbiter is initially sideways with its port lined up in the SOC's orbital 
plane, and with its velOCity in the xt, direction initially zero. This 
requires an orbiter orbit with a slightly ~~ •. ~rent inclination because 
the c.g. is not in the same plane as SOC. Whether this initial position 
can be established accurately before the terminal closure begins remains 
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to be established. The OrbIter c.g. camet be in..plane initially, because 
then the c.g. has to move out~f..plane during terminal closure. The 
Orbiter port would be lined up with tne SOC POrt at impact, but the 
lateral v~locity for ballistic closures would be nearly twi~e the maximum 
allowed value. 
Two in-plane burns are required (-It, , + Yb) identical to those 
required fo't a V approach. However, a thIrd out~f-plane bum (-~) is 
necessary to line up the docking p"rts at contact. Because of a lack of 
thruster camper'sation, the third bum is not independent of the first 
two. Three axis translational thrust coupling causes espec~ally high 
rotational rates. A human operator would have difficulty In predic!ing _ 
the coupled reactions to a selected translational COIIIIIar.J. tnlil<e V and R 
in-plane maneuvers whlch require only pitch corrections, sideways docking 
requires corrections about all axes, inducing additional errors. Table 9 
shows that at }O ft., sideways docking is worse than +'1 docking at 50 ft. 
in Table 5. 
Finally, there was one problem that was identified but not investigated in 
this study. The astronaut has to know his distance from the SOC with a 
fair degree of accuracy. This distance is too short for radar. The only 
device currently on the Orbiter that can be used is the Crewman Optical 
Alignment Sight (COAS). It would have a transparent overlay that gave 
distance as a function of the size of the l/IIagE! in the viewpiece. The 
astronaut would then presl.lllably look at a chart to determine how many 
thruster pulses to use for docKing vs. distance. The accuracy of this 
system is in dawt, however. How would the COAS measure relative 
velOCities, for instance? These Questiorls II\Jst be studied by a sirrlJlation 
with IIlan-in-the-loop capability. 
B. Conclusions 
The results show that a terminal docking approach should be started from 
as close to its target as possible. They also show that because the 
granularity of the thruster impulse is less when one nn~e thruster is used 
instead of two, the docking success rate is mucti bett~.. However, even at 
30 ft., r~hly minimum terminal approach distance, and ~ith one nose 
thruster, ij and R docking succeeds less than 5CB of the tilr'! with 
optimistic initial conditions (thruster firing errors of o'fly 8Q 
milliseconds, for example). Ballistic, out of plane, sideways V docking, 
appears to be nearly impossible from the small number of cases studied 
here. Translating in three dimensions with coupling between the impulses 
is too coqllex. 
[rom t~se results, it appears there is little ~ccuracy difference between 
V and R dockin~. The use of one or another would depend upon the 
respective orbltal paths of the two vehicles and the location of the SOC 
docking port. 
All the docking contact conditions are easy to achieve except the lateral 
displacement limit of !? inches. The primary Jets do not have very fine 
control in translation. 
From the results with and without aero drag and gravity gradient, it was 
proven they have almost no discernable effect on d~cking at the 200 n.rni. 
altitl.l!1e range considerpd. It was also concluded that because of the 
large c.g. offset of the Orbiter docking port, small deac~ands of a degree 
or less shoula be used. 
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There is also the ca1Ib1ned effect of thrust cross-coupl1ng and initial 
attitude. The result is that for all ~ docking cases studied, the 
Orbiter Xk axis direction thrust is provid~d by tht! nose -Xk prilllary jets and fhe +Xt., ccmponent of the -4-. jets, but never with fhe aft ()4S 
pod +>1:, jets. 'this could lead to f'\remature propellant depieti,," of tile 
forwarCJ RCS tanks. 
This study has been preliminary in scope. This fact and the nature of the 
results lead to the final conclusion that more comprehensive s1mul8~ions 
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EW4/S. Nassiff (2~ 
FRO~'EX4/C~ief, Integrated Ascent Analysis 
Branch SIGNATUR~ ~a.f J6~~ ....-... "---'Lo __ ~ 
Paul G. Thomas 
SU.JtSpace Operations Center Ascent Performance Analysis 
An analysis was conducted to establish the payload capability for the Space Operations 
Centcl" (SOC) missions using the Shuttle Transportation System. Payload capabH1ty 
I and C;IS lcaaing rcqull'c~nts \lere established as a function of SOC operational orbit 
alti::Jd~ for bot!l t.ie current Shutt:e ~nd for the Sht.attlc with Tiun liquid boost 
module (In:·1) t.'lrust aU!):Tcntiltion. 
Thp tr~jpctories were simulated using a three-dimPn~ional, thrP.p degree-of-frepdom 
static moment balance trajectory program. All trajectories wel~ biased for the 
~'1~II<: t ""l'"n \OIi nri AII~IIC: t "'''S • .!c;~n ~s ttu .... ~f~~"I("p 1 ~l'"ch IN:'"th. Prpv; I)IJ!= l'In=! lyse~ 
(reference 8) have shown this to be the minimum ascent ~erfonmancp month for a 
maxilrum dynamic pressure constnint of 680 psf. The aerodynar.nc data base from 
refe.-ence 1 was used for this analYSis. The Gerodynamic data ba$e was corrected for 
all trajet.tories simulated with the Tltan LBH using data obtained from r~r. Dave 
lIengevel d of Rockwell. The Qa profile obtained from reference 2 was flown durlng 
the ;'\cch number region from 0.0 to 2.0. The an!Jle-of-attack (a) was then varled 
linearly from 0 degrees at a Mdch number of 2.0 to a value of +2.0 degrees at a 
Mach number of 2.9. The angle-of-attac~ was then held constant ~t +2.0 degrees from 
Hach 2.9 to SRB staging due to aerod)namic heatlng constralnts. The angle-of-sideslip 
(e) was held constant at 0.0 dcgree~ and the body roll or bank angle (4Ib) \'/as held 
constart at 180.0 degrees from a l".actt 'loJrlber of n.6 to SRB staging. The body attitufje 
was held constant after SRS stagin9 ~or 4.0 seco~ds. A l1near-tangent steering 
active guidance routine was then used to steer the vehicle from the end of the body 
attitude freeze phase to main englne cutoff (r~ECO). Upon im tiati"g active guidance 
the vehicle was targeted to a pseuao ~;ECO alti curle unt.i 1 the mode boundary (first ftOA/ 
last RTLS) state vector was attained. Targeting to the pseudo ME eo altltude during 
this flight phase lofts th~ trajectcry to account for the possibility of a loss of 
engine (LOE) during the flight phase between the mode ~cundary and nominal H£eO. If 
no LOE occurred at the 11'0de boundary the vehicle \yas re-tarseted to the nomlnal !':ECO 
state vector. If a LOE occurred at Ot' after the mode bourldary the vehicle was re-
targeted to the abort-once-around (AO~) "ECO stage vector holding the orbit lnclination 
(;) and descendlng node l~d) constant during thlS flight phase at values equal to 
the LC: "11 les. The pseudo HEeO target a1tltude was determined in order to balance 
the excess !1PS prccellant on b'>th the nominal a.,d AOA tl"ajectol"j' le:]s. For cases 
• \"Ital e Lite F,,",~J:j: l,. t' .. ' ~f~ hJd 0 ~e • C~ er ti .tll (h~ n"j"""~ f"I:' i I !E'" '"' j 1 t, tIJ(,~ .. "''1~ 
itraJector1es were shaped for the nOl':'lnal mlSS10n. The m ... Xlmum payload ~Ielght was I ~ J detenmned by havlng no excess liPS propellant remainin!) at eaher nomlnal or AOA !-IECO. "( l-e.- 'l.. 
II:C lur' lIe~ (~~, J--' ,;, '\'CRI.qr.I,~(/LJtClll"IY'ltI""I(lo\r PAt.L I rF l---__ _ _________ _. _________ -.; ___ _ 
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After nEeo occurred a 40.0 secon(1 coast period was allowed for external tank (ET) 
separation. During this coast period the Orbiter flight perfo~nce reserve (FPR) 
propellant and the Orbiter and S~!~E trapped r~ps propellant were jettisoned. After 
the coast period (on the nominal trajectory leg) the OBS eng1nes were ignited and 
bur'led to attain an apogee of 15(. nautical mi1::s. The OJ'biter then coasted to near 
apogee of this orbit where the ons engines were re-ignited to circularize the orbit 
at 150 n.m. The OliS engines were then used to transfer !he vehicle (Orbiter and 
delivered payload) to the SOC operational orbit. On the AOA trajectory leg the Or~S 
engines and +X RCS jets were used to place the vehicle on a trajectory such that 
the Orbiter had an entry l'OIl~C of 5.500 n.m. from the la1ding site (launch site for 
this analysis) at an entry altitude of 400.000 feet. The vehicle then coasted to 
apogee of the AOA traJectory where the -x Res ;ets (using propellant from the fOI~ard 
ReS tanks) were used for a retro burn to adjust the inertial entry fiight path angle 
to -0.90 degrees. 
2 
The Shuttle vehicle used for this analysis is defined in enclosure 1. Enc10su,a 2 
contains a summary of the vehicle weights used in this dna lysis. T~e mission and 
trajectory groundru1es are given in enclosure 3. The post MEeO velocity increment (AV) 
requirements for both the nomint1 and AOA trajectory legs are given in enrlosure 4. 
The AV requirements for the nominal mission were obtained from reference 5 and from 
relc~ence 7 for the AO~ trajectory leg. 
On t~e AOA leg of the trajectory all OMS and ReS propellant not needed post-HEeD and 
duri n9 t=ntry was burned and dumpod dLt. i ng a pre-MECO burn. Data from references 3. 6. 
and 11 wac; used to COII::.t.,·Uct the thr.ast ar.d f10w rate profiles for the AOA pre-MEeD O~tS 
~nd Res burn/dump. 
The SRB thrust and flow rate profiles and weight data was taken from reference 4. The 
thrust and flow rate profiles obtained from thlS reference were referenced to a 
propellant melln bulk temperature (PUBT) of 60°F. For thlS analysis theC:1l profiles 
were ~djusted for the ETR PI~Bl for August 15 (aO.12°F). The OMS and ReS propellant 
capacities used in this analysis are given 1n enclosure 5. 
The Shuttle Orbiter and.ET weight data and the Titan LBM weight and engine performance 
data were o~tained from Mr. Dave Hengeveld of Rockwell. The Titan LBM data is summarized 
in enclosure 6. 
Th! SOC component weight estimates Jre givpn in enclosure 7. 
The on-orbit and de-orbit tV requirements calculated for this analysis are given 1n 
enclosure 4 for the current· baseline S~C operational orbit of 265 n.m. The ascent 
trajectory target tlECO state vectors for the pseudo, nominal and AOA trajectory legs 
and the or~s and RCS propellant capacities and loadlngs are given in enclosure 8 for 
. the vehicle w1th no thrust augmentation. This data is for a SOC mlssion w1th an orerational 
orbit altitude of 256 n.m. This traJectory was shaped for the nomlnal leg of the 
mission and requued the addi tlon of one OPS payload bay klt (PBK). The complete 
summary welght breakdown for this vehicle 's given in enclosure 9. The vehicle has a 
deliverea payl~ad capability of 50,000 pounds for this mission. The AOA leg pre-MEeO OMS 
and Res burn/dump thrust and flow rate profile is give .. in enclosure 10 fOl- this 
misston. Similar data is glven for the vehicle with T1tan LBM thrust augment~tion in 
* 
l1 ... «te" ! 1t «) ... &«. l' It d • "'-$; n • n Ti*' l' 
j 









enclosures 11 through 13 for the SOC operational orbit altitude of 265 n.m. This 
vehicle requlred a pseudo ~lECO altitudc of 57.5 n.m. This vehicle with Titan LBM 
thru~t augmcntation has a delivered payload capability of 68.000 pounds for the SOC 
operational orbit altitude of 26~ n.m. and also ~quires one OMS PBK. 
3 
Plots of pseudo-~~CO altitude versus SOC ooerational orbit altitude are given 1n 
enclosure 14 for both vehicles with and without thrust augmentati~n. For the vehicle 
with no thrust augmentation the trajectory is shaped for the nominal mission for SOC 
operatlona1 altitudes greater than 230 n.m. The trajectory for the vehicle with Titan 
LBM thrust augmentation is shaped for the nominal mission with SOC operational orbit 
altitudes greater than 268 n.m. The total required Or1S propellant loading is given 
in enclosure 15 for both vehicles as a f~nction of SOC oper~tiona1 orbit altitude. 
Enclosure 16 gjves plots of maXlmum delivered payload as a function of SOC operational 
orbit altitude for both vehicles with and without Titan LBM thrust augmentation. 
The vehicle with Titan LBM thrust aug~~ntation cal. deliver 18.000 pounds more payload 
than the vl!hicle without thrust augmentation. The vehicle with Titan L,31~ thrust 
augmentation can deliver an additional 1.000 pounds if no payload is returned. An 
additional 1,400 pounds Cdn be delivered by the vehicle with no thrust augmentation 
for,no return payload. 
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Nf:,'5/\ Lyndon B Johnson SpaceCenlor 
.-
STS LAUNCH VEHICLE DEFINITION 
• ORBITER VEHICLE 103 WITH 4.000 LB WE!GHT SAVINGS 
• ET 26 AND SUBSEQUENT WITH 6.000 LB WSIGHT SAVINGS 
• TC 121-78 SRB (~OLUME 10) . 
1 FULL ReS LOAD 
• OMS LOAD AS R~4JIRED FOR MISSION 
• ADD UP TO 3 OMS PBK'S (AS REQUIRED) 
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ru t -:::an ,.i LJjI" Lyndon B. Johnson Space Cf!I'Iler Engineering and Development Directorate 
Engineering Analysis Division 
G. launey :.. EX42 I 3-12-80 VEHICLE SUMMARY WEIGHTS • 
• OV-103 (LESS 4.000 lBS) 140,820 
• ORBITER LBM WEIGHT PENALTY 220 
• 3 X SSME (Er~pTY) 20.484 
• ET-26 AND SUBSCQUENT (LESS 6.000 LBS) . 70,990 
• ET LBM WEIGHT ~ENAL~Y 2.505 1\ n • Res PROPELLANT CAPACITY ,7.374 , ~ 
• ORBITER OtIS PROPELLANT CAPACITY 25.156 f • 2 X TC 121-78 S~S 2.589,760 i 
_ SRB LB~' WElliHT PENALTY 280 iii ~ ... 























I 'U' _.).1 \ Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center' engineering and Devolopment Directorate 
Engineering Analysis Division ~ MISSION AND TRAJECT~RY GROUNDRULES 
. G. Launey'- EX42 1 3-12-80 
• DUE EAST LAUNCH FROr1 ETR (INCLINATION • 28.5 DEG) 
t i3ASELlNE LAUNCH MONTH ~IAS AUGUST (MINIttUM PAYLOAD) 
, 'HAXIMUr~ DYMl~IC PRESSURE (f.lAJ( Q) WAS 680 PSF 
• 2.75 SECOND SRB IGNITION DELAY FROM SSME POWER LEVEL OF 90 PERCENT 
• IGNITE LOM 5.0 SECONDS AFTER SRB IGNITION CO~1AND 
• JETTISON LBr~ STAGE AT LBr~ BUnNOIJT (205.4 SECONDS) 
o POST MECD INSERTION ORBIT WA~ 150 NAUTICAL MILE CIRCULAR ORBIT 
. 
• ORBITAL TRANSFER (OROllER I.'ID rJAYLOAD) FROM INSERTlOt\ ORBIT TO SOC OPERATIONAL ORBIT 
G SOC OPERATIONAL ORBIT ALTIrU1ES FROM 150 TC 450 NAUTICAL MILES WfRE eONSIDERE[)' 
• CURREIlT BASELINE SOC OPERATIONAL ORBIT ALTITUDE IS 265 NAUTICAL MILES 
e INmTIAL EUTRY FLIGHT PATH ANGLE WAS -1.35 DEGREES 
f ii';XIMUM PAYLOAO DELIVERED TI) ·SOC OPERATIONAL ORBIT 
• :1'15 RETRO PROPELLANT WAS CAL~ULATED BASED ON RETURNING 42,000 POUND PAYLOAD 
, OPERATE SSNE 1 S AT FPL (l09 P~RCENT OF RPL) 
• SSr~E THROTTlE RAT£: WAS 10.0 PERCENT/SEC 
• THROTTLE SSnE' S FOR l-tAX Q CONTROL 
CI TlIROTTLE SSHE1S TO L1I11T I1AXH1UI~ ACCELERATION TO 3:0 g ' 5 
i i,lROTTLE SSHf'S TO HPL (65 PERCC:NT OF RPL) SIX SECONDS BEFORE MEeO 
, TIlRUST VECTOR CONTROL (TVC) USING SRB GIMBAL FROM LIFTOFF UNTIL SRB CHAMBER PRESSURE DECAYED TO 
50 PSIA (Pc = 50) 
• SSME GHtBAL FOR TVC FROM Pc = SO TO MECO 
• NO LBl4 GmBAL FOR TVe 
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NJ\ ~;I\ Lyndon B. Johnson Space CDnter 
POST MECO VELOCITY INCREMENl REQUIRE~IENTS 
• NOMINAL mSSION POST MECO 6V REQUIREMENTS (150 N. MI. CIRCULAR INSERTION ORBIT) 
• INSERTION BURN ,07.2 fps 
• CIRCULARIZATION BUP~ 177.4 fps 
• LEVEL 1 RE!,ERVES 17.8 fps 
~ AOA POST MECO AV REQUIREMENTS (ENTRY RANGE • ~,500 N.MI., ENTRY FPA • -.90 DEG) 
• INSERTION BURN :19.0 fps 
• APOGEE RETRO BURN 40.0 fps 
• LEVEL 1 RESERVES 17.8 fps 
• ON-ORBIT AV REQ~IREMENTS 
8 TRANSFER fROM 150 N.MI. CIRCULAR 199.12 fps 
ORBIT TO 150 X 265 N.MI. 
ELIPTICAL ORBIT 
• CIRCULARIZE AT 265 N.MI. 197.56 fps 
• DEORBIT AV REQUIREMENT (ENTRY • 
1.35 deg) 412.41 fps 
----~ -
~ , 
Engineering and Development Directorate 
fna1n~~rtnCl Analvs1s Division 

































rnA ~J\ Lyndon B Johnson Space Center 
v 
.-
OMS AND RCS LOADING CAPACITIES 
• ORBITER RCS CAPACITY 
• ORBITER OHS CAPACITY 
• Of.tS PAYLOAD BAY KIT (PBK) WEIGHTS 
• PBK NO. 1 USABLr. PROPELLANT CAPACITY 
• PBK NO. 1 IN~RT 
• PBK NO. 2 USABLE PROPELLANT CAPACITY 
• PBK HO. 2 IIIE.RT 
• PBK NO. 3 USABLE PROPELLANT CAPACITY 
• PBK NO. 3 INERT 
~ 
I 
Engineering and Development Directorate 
Engineering Analysis Division 
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fi~f;. ~;.I\ Lyndon B Johnson S~co Center 
TITAN LBM S~~mRY WEIGHT AND PERFORMANCE DATA 
• TOTAL MODULE WEIGHT. LBS 
• USABLE PROPELLANT, lBS 
• INERT, lBS 
• AVtRAGE VACUlJ4 THRUST, lBS 
• AVERAGE V~CUUM l;p, SEC 
• IGNITIO~ TIME, SEC 
• STAGING TIME, SEC 
-- ...-
engineering and D"Ivelopment Directorate 
.-
Eng1n~ering Analysis ~ivis1on 
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nH tr :-:11\ 
U 'i.:J '. .31 \ Lyndon B Johnson Space Cenler 
SOC COl1PONENT WEIGHT ESTIMATES* 
• SERVICE MODULE 
• HABITATION MODULE 
• LOGISTICS MODULE 
• TUNNlL 
• STA~E ASSEMBLY 
• 1U'.5/CONTROL 
• COr.STRUCTION FACILITY 
*SI'PERCEOES NASA OOCUHEHT JSC-16277 IN CASE OF CONFLICT 
*1: CLU(IES 50 PERCEt\T GROWTH OVER ESTIMATED VALUES 
*1 i 18/:s0 
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SOC MISSION Ac)CENT Tf(AJECT~RY HEm PA:w1ETERS AND OMS AND RCS LOADINGS (NO THRUST AUGMENTATION) 
(SOC OPERATIONAL ORBIT ALTITUlE-265n.m.) 




rOUl (1/15 CAPArITY 
fJO. OF t)M~ "liS 
01"" 1 rt:.H O~'S CAPAC 1 TY (,1M:; "'1;41( rm. J (.AP~CITY 
TOT AL lOAUED O~I~ 
. 
rOTAl HCS CAPACITY 
TOTAL LUAOED ~(S 
PSElIDO NOM1t4AL A!tORT 
-- - - -- -- - ---
57.00 57.0t) ;7.00 Z5b80.0() 25680.00 25&1&.00 0.&500 O."~OO o .nSueJ 26.1141 i!6.q41 ~8.'lqb 1J9.'I95 8q.'I~~ 69.72'1 
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SOC MISSION VEHICLE SUMMARY WSIGHT 8REAKDOWN (NO THRUST AUGMENTATION) 
(SOC OPERATIONAL ORBIT ALTITUOE=265n.m.) 
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i\1~' _;/\ Lyndon B Johnson Space Center Engineering and Development Directorate 
Engineering Analysis Division 
p"E-MECO OHS AllD ReS BURN/OUt1P THRUC;T AND FLOW RATE PROFILE 








(SOC OPEAATIOt1AL Of:BIT AL TITUDE-265n .m.) 
TIME THRUST FLOW RATE (SEC) (LBS) (LB/SEe) JETS 
0.0 12.140 38.760 2 X OMS ~§ 
4.5 12.140 38.760 2 X OMS !l 
4 5 13.566 98.971 2 X OMS + 24 X Res i~ 
C:J9.28 13.5~6 98.97' 2 X OMS + 24 X Res 
.g1 
239.28 12.140 38.760 2 X OMS ~~ 
243.7a 12.140 38.760 2 X (;I.~ ~iI 
243.78 15.801 51.836 2 'I " + 4 X Res 
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8.50 AVAILABLE FOR UTILITIES
OOCKING MODULE
* OUT OF LINE CONTACT BETWEEN PORTS WITH DOCKING RING
BEING FORCED TO PITCH AN ADDITIONAL 7° l€r CONTACT BETWEEN PORTS (NO ATTENUATION*)
MODULE 6* OUT OF LONGITUDINAL ALIGNMENT
DOCKING KING
SCALE: '/So
BERTHING PORT UTILITIES & LATCH
MATING SURFACE




MODULE 6'Our Of LINE* BOTTOMED OUT QN DOCKING RING.
WHICH IN TURN IS PITCHED AT ITS MAX. ATTENUATION
ORBITCR DOCKEb TO oc Se*VIC£ MODULE
SCALf: '/tOO * MOOULE
SECTION A - A
IV II
I42690 -Oil
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SOC MISSION ASCENT TRAJECTORY MECO PARAMETERS AND O'~ AND RCS LOADINGS (TITAN LBM THRUST AUGMENrATION) 
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SOC MISSION VEHICLE SU~~RY WEIGHT BREAKDOWN (CONT'D) 
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N i ~==-J\ . J , ~ Lyndon B Johnson Space Center 
.,J~ I~:CQ 01/,) p'm ReS BIJ?'UD'JHP TH~UST AND FLOil RA1 E PROFILE 
: i l to •• 'a :'w'~ ;. r I': r :. #I~. u.i..'r; ;. i 1 j.'. i 
Engineering and Development D,rectorate 
~cifl,=~ri"'J r~~' "s;: t;.. ~$: :--, 
G. Launey'· EX~2 3-i2-o~ 
--. 
(SOC O~ERATIONAL ORBIT ~LTITUDE·265 n.m.) 
TIfwlE THRUST FLOW RATE S .," 
_# (LBS) (LB/SEC) JETS 
00 
""'~ 
0.0 12,140 38.760 2 X OMS 8~ 
'1,5 12.141) 38.760 2 X OMS ::o1! 
4.5 13.566 98.971 2 X OMS + 24 X RCS .0-0 C)lo 
259.22 13.566 98.971 2 X OM' + 24 X RCS ~~ 
259.22 12,140 38.760 2 X OMS ~iii 
26'3.72 12,140 38."760 2 X OMS 
2(;3.72 15,801 51.836 2 X OMS + 4 X RCS 
300.00 15,801 51.836 2 X OMS + 4 X RCS 
,- , 
L- I 
-.... _.,/ ~- ' .. ....",;--




















OPTION 4 SHOA.T H**o u*je
* t-0 HSOUCO S70*/












DOCKING MObULE SUPPORT &







04.6'TCA. A fluCS £o*HftTO*
INTO MAMItOtO AT
/A/ OG.BITC*. .
of SAM pLArfo**i .
IN TOTAL OA.BITCA CAPACITY.Of BOOMS
QPTtOAl 2T -
.• CMJAL TXANSfe* BOOMS fAOM. Tne SAM
• GOAL. Of SC<i*.C<lATf& FLSX. V*i£S ON SAM .
• OA.BITC*. TA*)K*AGC AT FULL,
\
• MA*JO UNC AOC/T/A/C hf'TH COHNKTIOH& ACROSS
• COM^CCX UHe ACTUATION IN OA.OlTfA BAY
• MfAVICST IMPACT ON ft/CL. CAPACITY .
QPTIQH 4
• HA*J> Ll*je ROUTING, WITHOUT OOCK.IMG INT£A.fACC COMMCC.TION.
• fCG*.CCAT£O SHOUT BOOMS < ft.£X. L'HfS .







• 73MW CONCEPT REQUIRES TWO INTERFACE CONNECTIONS
TO BE MADE DtUUNd THE WIT/41. ASSEMBLY STAGS.
• The LOWER. BOOM ts I&CNTICAI- OR. SIMILAR TO OPTION S
OCPEN6IN6 Off THE tv». 4- t*a. uurs BfiNG RouTED
SEPARATELY OA. TOGETHER. .
SYSTEM WOUL& BE FULLY AUTOMATCCt
REQUIRING NO ASSIST FROM THE A/CM .
• THE FUEL. LINES WOULO RUN ADJACENT TO THE
ALONG ITS cHTitie L.CN&TH. THE COIMCCTO* CMOS of
THtac UHCS , WHICH A«e exTCNoiBue «x MCAHS of
«.CX JOINTS, A#C ATTACH£t> TO A TKOLL£Y
THC LfN&TH Of TMC
BOOM CO/VA/CCTD/?
TAUK CONNECTOR.
TAOLLCY IS C4f*0Lf Of P*StTlO*#Mei THC
ANVHHSA.E ALONG THE 4.fV«»V Of
A
VfHtdCS ATTACMfO TO VUG SfM





-. . IHTCAfACC CONNECTION
sec
FUEL TRANSFER FROM QRBITER TO SFM
VIA., TROLLEY SC/PPQftTgD £XT£Nt>lBL£
OPTION S
CONCfPT HAS NO INTERFACES
TO r*AY£*se. THf.tte.FoRe. THC
ONLY CONNECTIONS RCQUlRGO ARE
TANK. TO TANK.
THANSFEA BOOM END COHNECTOK.S
AM DROPP£t> INTO A SAOOLf ON THE
TAN.KA&E HMICH ACTIVATES A TRANSLATION
CLOSING THE
•Jiee
LOWER. RIGIO TRANSFER: BOOM
CAN BC AUTOMATICALLY OCf>LOy£C>
X AfT£ACT££>.
TMf UPPER. POSITIONA&LE TO.ANSFER,


























BACK. * HELD IN
STo*tt> POSITION
FUEL TRANSFER. LIN£ ROUTING
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 METHODS - SUBSYSTEM
0 fEMOVf 4 KCPLACf TOTAL SUBSYSTEM
(5) REMOVE. / /tEPLACE SUBSYSTEM MODULES
C6V££. fVMEL 4 EICHAHCE
SUBSYSTEM COMPON&VTS
STORAGE - SUBSYSTEM MODl/L£S/COMPQtiENTS
SOC. TO
OF OTV -MODULES AND /0f SPO£f FOX. TOTAL
OF tNDIV/OUAL SYSTEM cWff>0MEAIT
- HAftOLMC
UTILIZE XCM Of SfM T&tHSVtr/MS ffOOM A£SY
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INSPECTION ASSEMBLY 'HALF* CA**lAG£
(BOTH HALVCS COMPLCTC THE CARKUIGC ASSEMBLY
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-APPENDIX D 
SERVICING ACTIVITY DATA SHEETS 
The Service Fixture (SF) arra~g.-ent described in Section 5 was based on 
the activities depicted in Figure D-1 &s representative of the type of function 
the SF is expected to provide. ThOle significant activities of Figure D-1 which 
will drive the design of the SF were analyzed in detail and Servicing Activity I 
Data Sheets were generated for each. This appendix includes a Servicing " 
Activity Data Sheet for Activities Nos. 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 14, 17 and 18. 
Of 



























U SAFE sveTEa fOR 
CAtW EGRESS 
J I EXTERIOII 
INSPlCT;ON 
I 10 UNSCHEDULED 
• IlAINTlREPAIR ON 
AVIONICS/PROPULSION 
IIODULE 





I' 0 ACJlYAT[" C/O 
SYSTEMS' DISCONNECT 









MOTV TURNAROUND FLOW CHART 
2 D PROXIMITY 
GUIDANCE/CONTROL 
.. I PROPULSION SVITEM 
SAFING 











200 'REPARE TO 
RELEASEOTV 







J D DOCK DR I£IITH 
MOTV TO fIXT,UIEISOC 







II 2 ENGINE!I AND/OR 
ENGINE COIiPONENTS 
- - -
1& D CHECKOUT 
ASSEMBLY 
CONTINUITY 
2' D RELEASE OTV 
IACKOFF FROM SAil TO 
SAFE DISTANCE 
TRANSFER CONTROL 






U SECURE MOlV 
TOflXTUIE 
.0 TRANSF£II CREW 
IIOOUlE TO STOW. 
SERVICE 'ORT (SEE 
CM TURNAROUND' 
-
12 D CAUIRATEI 
C~ECKOUT 
AVIONICS 
17 0 REFUEL CORE 
PROPULSION MODULE 
lpace Oper.lIon. MIl Rockwel ,~, 
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TlM[ LIMITED LIIU', Oil ~ 
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IIODULE SET 
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t 5 D 
SERlICIN; ACTIVITY DATA SHEET 
ProJect: ServicIng OTV at SOC 
ORICH .;.~ f>.~GE 13 
OF POO~ QUAUTY 
Activity No 5.0 
- --------
----------
UAnAell.,V I. ~ .. "'flIYS" .... r-. .. ... OIVLSIO.IYI". .... "I""""" • ~ SIAL '.'SSU.lN.' tll.'UUI "" .... W .. , • 11110 ... IlIIA_CUW IU 5IIe 
-
Reference [)ata 
1. GrI.lY1lll8l'1, Mamed Orbital Transfer Vehicle (KJTV) Vol~ S, 
lUrnarowld ~ysis, Q)ntract NAS9-2Sn9, 7 tbvember 1979. 
Oescription of Acti"ity 
Al though this activity was designated No. 5 in the tu~arou1d flow 
chart, safing operations IIlJSt be carried out contInuously over spveral 
activities starting with activity No. 1 when the MOTV is prepared for 
retrieval operations. A coq:Jlete t-DTV safing can be described as a 
th~phased operation. In the first phase, active on-board systems, 
such as propulsion and power, are safed prior to crew egrees. In the 
second phase, subse~t to crew egress, passive systems are sated to an 
extent dependent upon the finding of inspection and servIclr.g operations. 
In the third phase, as an emergency or contingency operation, 
hazardous fluids and/or gasses may have to be el1.unated as soon as 
practical and before egress because of system damage or failures 
recoenized early in the return scenario. 
A first phase safing would consist of five activities. 
1. Main 8'lgine 9'lut~rr. 
2. Safe the Propulsion System: 
9'lut~rr M.E. isolation valves 4: verify 
Shut-off eyro isolation valves &: verify 
0158P-l 
D"L 
7 5 n 5 'S ' '))1 dMWlE $ CErro r! 7'5 adjS 17 we.,. W. ; H' 






l. Retract Solar Arrays 
4~ Safe Attitude Q)ntrol System: 
Shutoff RCS propellant isolation valves' verify 
9aItott ReS helium isolation valves 4: verlfy 
5. . Sate Electric Power System: 
~toff reactant control valves , verity 
Shutoft water control valves' verify 
'The second and third phase sating consists of ridding the KlTV of 
stowed and expandible gasses and fluids which would have some effect on 
the servicing/lllaintenance activities or safety or the re.oerthed vehicle. 
Support Equ1pnent 
Vent and purge line COCYleCtions to the service fixture 
Crew Involvement 
KlTV IVA 
Control MociJle I VA 
SOC Provision 
Service fixture reedl1neslpurpslstorage tanks 
Service fixture expendibles up system 
SpaC6Craft DesIgn Impact 
V~nt arid purge lin! comections. 

















FUCTIa.5.O Safe Systems for Crew Egress 
1m. N/A 
f£lKlD N A 
SUBJECT SOC Confi reation 
PNE 1 O~ l 
The S~ of the SOC baseline configuration has an MOTV docldng port at the 
outer end, a handling boom, and longitude translation rails. It may also 
include tankage and routing lines for expendibles. 
0158P-~ 
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1 
flICTlat 5.0 S8'e Systeaw 'or Cre." t!grass 
ITEM Phase 1 
IE1lG) 
Description of Selected Method 
The 08in propulsion system is safed by closing and vt!rifying lhe M.E. 
and eyro isolation valves subsequent to M.E. cutoff and the 8tta1ment of 
control stability. The solar array is retracted next during approach to the 
SOC. 
from that tilre until docked to the SF, power can be supplied by on-board 
batteries and/or fuel cells. O'lce docked to the SF', the ACS is safsd by 
closing and verifyi.'\g propellanl and helil.lll isolation valves • 
. 
Rlwer supply duties can be transferred to the SOC once the t«lTV is 
berthed on the t ransluation rails. 
2 
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. SERVIClMi N:TIVllY MTA 
FltCTla. 5.0 Safe Systems for Crew Egress Alase 1 ATTAOt£HT ITEM . 
PAG:' . t fI£11m N/A 
~CT Rationale and Trades Data 
sarna SERVICE SERVia lOCATE STAB I UZED FIXTURf FllTUR£ FIXTURE AT APPROACH RCS BERTHING StfPORT TRN&SLATIOH ZONE COITIIOl PORT 800ft TRAY I!]j -@ =@ -A -w r I I 
. r (2)(]) (/I) (6)15) SElECTED SOiEDUlf I I (1)(2)(5) (3)(/4) (6) 
- AlTERNATE SOI£DUl£(S)-
(1) MIll ENG!NE SHUTOFF 
(2) SAFE PROPULSION SYSTEft-SHUT OFFIVERIFY ".E •• CRYQ, ISO. VAlVES 
(3) RETRACT SOLAR ARRAY 
(If) SAfE RCS-SHUT OFFIVERIFY HE, PROPruAHT. ISO VAlVES 
(5) SAFE ELECTRIC SYSlEft-SHUT OFFIVERIFY REACTAHT WATER ISO. VAlVES 
(6) HOOK UP TO SOC POWER 
Safing Segu~ce-First Pt ase 
I 






The selected sequence of' saf'ing is indicated above with other options of' 
SCheduling the activities. 
(1) Main engine shut-off is mandatory upon reaching an appropriate zone 
to begin the redot'king entry. 
(2) Sating the main propulsion system could be performed at this 
initial time but would have some adverse effect on the 1mnediate 
stabilization of RCS. control. The minor time delay from A to B 
should not imperil the operation. 
(5) Safing the electrical system could be performed at any pOint as 
early as At ruming the remaining s~e on battery power. 
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RVICIMi ACTIVllY MTA 
FltCTlat 5.0 Safe Systems for Crew Egress ATTAOtEHT 1 Alase 1 ITEM 
f£1KI) N/A PAGE I 2 OF' 2 
. 
StB.ECT Rationale and Trades oata 
() Solar array retraction could be delayed until the MOTV is docked to 
the end of the service flxture port (C), however this delay could 
d~tain the activity or the support boom in transferring the MOTV to 
the translation tray, or postpone the recognition of any 
dlrr1culties inherent in the retraction activity. 
(4) Sating the ReS 15 logical only at the point of SOC control, after 
(C). 
(6) . Hookup to SOC power is possible only at the point of berthing to 
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F\JCT1C14 5.0 sate Systems fot Crew t:gress 
ITEM Phase 2 
fo£1lQ) 
Second phase sating activities are dependent on duration ot crew module 
storeage and extent of maintenance operations. Mainly, transferring 
expandibles to Sex: storage, their purging and venting are r~red of the 
following systems: 
o Main Propulsion 
o f\Jrge Main engine using He 
o Purge Lt02 Tank and Lines usif'9 He 
o PUrge LOz Tank and Lines using He or N2 
o vent He Tank and unes 
o At tltude Control System 
o f\Jrge ~ 1\ and MM,'i FUel Tanks using He 
o f\lrge Lines and lhrusters using He 
o t:lectric Power System 
O158P-7 
o \lent ~ and Gz Tanks 
o Yent ~O Tanks 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 









FlICTIQ4 5.0 Safe Systems for Crew Egress 
IlEM Phase 2 
fE1lQ) 2 OF' 2 
, 
1 ted-MAthod 
~ w-~ oOz TANK 
SWING AR~~ __ · ~~~~ ~ TANK 
VAlVES AlII> PUMPS 
.5C~EMATI' 
TO SM-' 
MOTV core module is located at maintenance station on translation 
rails. Q:)mections are made to the service fixture manifold lines and 
expendibles are transferred to storage tanks located either inside the 
service tixtuer structure or at some other SOC location. 
MOTV tanks and Unes are purged and then vented oyerboard to safe the 
vehicle for storage or future sel.'vicing. 
C,..., ,.......... ,.. '""'-
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s:JMCIfli ACTIVllY nATA 
ATTAOfEHI' 
-
I FLtCrICW s.o contingency System Safing ITEM Phase 3 
-f£llOD DJnn PAGE I 1 OF' 3 
SUB..eCT Reruirements 
COntingency removal of gasses and fluids because of hazard consists of 







0 OUn.,tF\Jrge l.'"'2 Tank and l.ines using He 
0 OUmplF\Jrge l.0z Tank and l.ines using He or N2 
. 
0 ~t He Tank and Unes 
Attitude Control System 
'0 Il.I1\plF\Jrge ~ Ii4 and MMH fuel Tanks uslng He 
Electric Rlwe~ System 
0 Vent H2 and 02 Tanks 
OR1GlNAl P ~G.E IS 



















gyJCING ACTIVIlY DATA 
FtlCTIC14 5.0 Contingency System Sering 
ITEM Phase' 
f£IlG) MON Dump 
St&J:CT Description of Alternate Method 
,., '-
.' ~ 
ATTAOt£NT I 5 
PAGE I ~ OF , 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
MOTV docks to the end of the service fixture where all subseq.rent 
operations can be controlled by the SOC. 
MOTV opens d~ valves permit1rg expendib1es to be released from counter 
balanced orifices on opposite sides of' the vehicle. 












FUCTIa. 5.0 Cont1nQencY System Sating 
ITEM R1ase , 
METHOD SOC Ou Manifold PAGE 2 OF' 
SUB..ECf Description of Selected Method 
MOTV docks to the service fixture and is repositioned with the handling 
boom to the translation rails on the service fixture where the standard fuel 
interface comections are made to the service fixture manifold lines. An 
extendible tube is released from the SF positioned 140/150 feet from the 
main Sex: structure, to where hazardous fluids and gasses can be dl.lq)ed 
safely. F\Jrge gasses. could be available from SOC storage to supplement the 
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SERlIcnc ACTIVITY DATA SHEET 
ProJect: Servlcing tCllV lOT V a t Sa: 
Activ1ty No. 7.0 ORIGINAL PAm:: IS 
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Reference Dlta 
1. Drawing 42690-017, Ik1scheduled Maintenance/Repair on 





2. Oraw1ng 42690-018, Inspection Concepts, In-Space OlV, Space 
Operations Center 
oe~ipt1O'l of Activity 
As the MOTV returns from 1 ts miSSion, 1 t is secured to the r.ervlcing 
fixture (SF') and subsequently mated to the seal pressure port. When the crew 
egresses the MOTV crew module, a set of Inspection operations will corrmence to 
determine the.general conditions of the crew module and the avionlcs/ 
propulsion module. Both internal and external inspection operations will be 
performed. 'the crew compartment w111 be examined 1nternally by SOC crew 
menf:)ers by observation and performing preplamed checkout operations. For the 
external1nspection, several concepts involving EVA were considered. 'the 
selected concept Is based on the use of the Mamed Remote Work Station (~WS) 
or Open Olerry Picker (OCP) on which an EVA astronaut 1s stationed. 'the OCP 
can be transported to any particular area that r~ires inspection by the 
handling boom. 'the procedure requires the handling boom to secure the OCP 
while it is in its storage compartment and translate it to the viclnity of an 
airlOCk. The astronaut can then egress from the airlock while secured by a 
tether. Once secured within the foot restraints of OCP, the ast1Ul8ut will 
release the tether and the handling boom will then transport him to any 
particular exterior surface of the OrY. Reversing the procedure upon 
completion of the inspection operations will return the astronaut to the 






o SF Payload Handling Bocn 
o Open ~rry Picket' (OCP) 
crew InYOlv~ 
___ ~_____ :. ____ :.. ____ • - -r.. "- -:~-*-
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR Q~ALlTY 
o One EVA crewman to lIIan the OCP and perform external inspections. .. 
SOC ProvisionslOJnti5!Jration Impact )::!' 
Provisions for storing the open cherry picker on the SF' are required. A 
handling boom that interfaces with the OCP is also required. lhe handling 
bOOlll must be deslgled so that it can be controlled frail the OCP as well as 
from the control module. 
Spacecraft Design Impact: N/A 
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FlfCTICJt (7.0) MOTV InspectionlO'leckout 
1TB1 tOTV lOT V 6: SF 
f£1lD) N/A 
Oeser! tion of Selected Method 
1 
1 OF 1 





While the MOTV is be!'thed to the seal pressure port, the task of 
inspecting the exterior surfaces of the crew and propulsion core modules is 
accomplished by an EVA operation involving the OCP in cOl"ljln:tion with the 
handl1ng boom. Inspection operations may be visual only lind/or 1nvolv1ng 
the handl1ng of components. Besides the exterior surfaces, the astronauts 
will be able to remove panels to inspect critical canponents located beneath 
the exterior surfaces. The entire surfaces of both modules p"e within the 
reach of the handling boom as presently basel1ned. 
0026P-3 
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FtlCTION 
ITEM 
SEJMCltfl ACTMl'i ~TA 
(7.0) MOTV InspectianlOleckout 
MlTV IOTV 6: SF 
MIA 
Rationale for Selected Method 
ATTAOtB'T I 
PAGE I 10F 1· 
The use of the OCP tor inspecti'1g the exterior surtaces ot the MOTV 15 
the most feasible method of those considered, but not the only one. lhe use 
of the Manned Maneuver1ng Unit (foMJ) was also considered feasible and should 
be utilized as a backup mode in the event its use 15 tound necessary tor 
other Sa:: operations such as space construction. There are two major 
reasons for select1ng the OCP 'Over the t+tU: 
1. The MKJ was not desipted to perform any other OlV turnarculd 
. operation. tf!nCe, 1t was not necessary to dictate its use when 
other pieces :If equi~t are available to perform the inspection 
task. lhe OCP, in conjunction witn the handling boom, 15 required 
to perform repair operations and can j...lst as well perform 
inspection operations. 
2. Inspectj"g the exterior surfaces ot the MOTV is not only a visual 
task. It may well 1nvolve handling components and remov1ng 
panels. To perform these physical tasks, a work station such as 
. the (CP 1s more appropriate for reacting forces than a free-flyer 
such as the Mt4J. 
The other alternate methods that were ronsidered were not as convenient 
or flexible in their use as the selected method. In addition, tr.ey add 
complexity to the SF' and MOTV designs without providing operating 
advantages. 
0026P-4 
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FtJ«:TICJf (7.0) MOTV InspecUanlQ\eckout 
J'TEM tGtV /DlY & SF 
IElKJ) , 
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t'IlNT~tJ4 MOOU/'£ 
lhe procec:tJral steps of inspecting the exterior surfaces of the MOTV can 
only be pr~laMed to a certain ~ree. Depending on the findings of the 
inspection operation, unplamed activities are certain to appear. A 
free-flyer such as the t+tU provides maxinlJm adaptability to these unplanned 
activities by transporting the astronauts to areas that may not be reachable 
by other means. It is versatile and does not require the use of any 
additional equipment. However, the minimal stability that it can provide by 
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fU'CT1~ (7.0) MOTV InspectionlOleckout 
1191 N)TV lOT V at Sf" 
fEllG) NlA PIS? 1 OF l' ~----~--~--------------------------------~~==--~---- ------~ 
SUB£CT Description of Alternate Method ~. 2-
This method proposes to inco:-porate hlUldlolds u t s ~rategic locations on 
the peri~ery of the core module f'or use by a tethered a$trOliaut to perfor.1 
the inspection operat~ons. Considering the limited reach of a 
pressure~uited astronaut and the size of the co. e module, a considerable 
nlllDp.r of hand'lolds will have to be added. Although the handlolds are less 
canplex than tt,e CCP or the t-MJ, the fle~iDility of their use is limitE-d. 
ORlGlNAL p~~E IS 
O~ POOR QUALlTY 
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FU'CTlat (7.0) MOlY InspectlonlO'leckout 
ITEM t«lTV/OTV at SF 




The dlstinguls"'i:lQ feature of this method is the absence of EVA. It 
coosists of B ciI'C'.Jlar track for an observation carriage on wnich a eeTV 
camera is 1:I00000ted. The circular track rides on the translation rail of the 
SF and encompasses the entire KlTV. By the strategic positioning of the 
circulation track and the observation carriage, the CCTV camera will be able 
to observe the entire exterior surfaces of the core module dOd the crew 
mOC'.Jle. As an autanated techni~ it avoids EVA c..perations cCJnpletely. 
t-bwever, the mechanization inherent in this method is quite complex and it 
does not allow the added advantage of the astronaut's feel or the ability to 
remove panel for inspecting .beneath the exterior surfaces. 
0026P-7 
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SERlICI~ ACTIVITY DATA SHEET 
~oject: Servicing t«lTV/OTV at SOC 
Activity No: 8.0 
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Reference Data 
OR1GlNAl PA(a~ ;S 
OF POOR QUALlTY 
J J 'le'UIOR IISfPA.A" 
'HIUOUI. ~ AWhlIe,at 
"""'"1111 tllCItIILSllI1I IIOIKIU Sf' 
~ ... 
.1 '.AllSfII U£1t 
r- MOIIIIU 111 Slaw. SlIVICl PO., lUI 
CIIIII.""ROII ... 
1. GrUll118n, Manned Orbital Transfer Vehicle \t«)TV) , Vol 5, TumarOl.ni 
lnalysis, Contract NAS9-15179, 7 NJventler 1979 
2. Drawing 42690-01.3, Flight Support Facility, OTV Configuration 
Arrangements. Space Operations Center 
0157P-l 
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DeSCription of' Activity 
It Is asSl.Jfted that the OTVtsa: conf1~ation prior to the initiation of' 
this activity is as illustrated in Attactwent 1. As such, the OTY 1s 
supported on SF: ralls and its power is supplled by SOC t~ its docldng 
port. With the availability of' power, all separation mechanisms are 
envisioned to be remotely controlled. However, manual override provisions 
along with accessibility and campet1bl11ty with EVA operations IlaJSt 
characterize all separation me~isms for contingency conditions. The v 
activity encompasses the separation of' fluid, electrlcal and sUuctural 
systems and the translation of the avionicslpropulsion core module away frOll 
the berthed crew module by utilizing the SF translation rail system. 
Support Eguipnent 
A translation rail system on the SF is required for this activity with 
separately controlled support prov1sions for the crew module and the 
avionics/propulsion core lIIodule. No manipulators are requued for this 
.::Uvity. 
Crew Involventent 
Ole IVA crewman is needed to operate the SF rail system. One EVA C1'Nllan 
is required in the event of contigencies only. 
SO: ProvisionslO:mfiguration Impact 
As a part of the SF', a translation r81.l system is required a~ aiscussed 
lftier Support EQuipment. In addition, a control panel from which to operate 
the rail systm as well as all the separation mechanism would be required 
within the control module. 
Spgcecraft Design Impact 
Both the DTV cre,r mocllle and the avionicslpropulsion core module will 
require provisions to interface with the SF translation rail system. lhase 
interfaces are in the form of' two PlOA heads for each module. Three 
lIBChaniSlls are required to separate the OTY structural, fluid and electrical 
slbsystems. Since remote actuation is envisioned, control provisions leading 
to a control panel aboard the control module would be required. 




(8.0> Separation at' Crew Module from 
OTValra 
MOTV/OTV & SFM 
N/A PAGE 1 OF 4 
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TIle siglificant feature of the SOC during this activity ~s the support 
. rail system of the servicing fixture (SF). Two individually activated sets of 
supports are required, one for the crew mowle and the other for the 
avionics/propulsion core module. In this way, the core module can be 
translated away from the core module once the separation mechanisms were 
activated. 
0157P-3 
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FtlfCTICIf (8.0) Separation of Crew Module frona 
I 'IPU OTV Q)re III;.... MOlV/OTV a: SFM 
fE1lD) N/A 












Three major slbsystem mechanisms are required to fully separate the crew 
module from the avionics/propulsion core module. lhe main procedJral steps 
that lead to the activation of each slbsystem separation mechanism are ll.sted 
below: 
o Fluid Systems 
o Close shutoff valves on both sides of separation interface 
o Verify valve closure 
o Vent/purge interface cavities 
o ktivate separation mechanism 
o Verify demating 
o Electrical Systems 
o Shutoff power across separation .l.nterface 
o Verify power off 
o Activate separation mechanism 
o Verify demating 
o Structural Systems 
o ktivate separation mechanism 
o Ve ri fy d emating 



















(8.0) Separation of Crew ModJle from 
OTV CDr. 
MOTV IOTV 1\ SFM 
N/A 
OTV ISF'M Interface 
. c'" :.:. 1 
• 
3 Of' '" 
Both the crew module and the avionics/propulsion core modJle are attached 
to SF rail by a tWCHlOint support system. Each support is a PIOA head 
interface as shown above. The crew module interfaces are structural supports 
only while the avionics/propulsion core interface may incorporate utilities 
and monitoring provisions in addition to their structural support fll'lCtions. 
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(8.0) Separation 0 t Crew MociJle from 
OTV Q)re 
N)1VIOTV 
ation Medlanism con ts 
PAGE 4 OF 4' 
. REMOTE ACTUATED INTERFACE CONNECTORS CONCEPTS 
Three types of mechanisms are required to separate the crew module from 
the avionics/propulsion module. 1he first type is a set ot solenoid operated 
latches similar to those utilized in docking mechanisms. Their main flSlCtion 
is to maintain a structural comection oetween the crew module and the core. 
The other two types are functionally similar in that each consists ot a 
IIlOtorlzed actuator driving acme scraws to which attached is a platten that 
supports the electrical or fluid comecticns as illustrated aoave. These 
active halves of the interfaces will be located on t.'le crew module side. lhe 
other halves, on the avionics/propulsion core modU..e will be passive devices 
that accepts the illustrated plattens. foppropriate guides and aligwent pins 
will be incorporated into th~ plattens. 
OlS7P-6 
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SERlICI~ ACTIVITY OATA SHEET 
Project: Servicing NlTV lOT V a t Sa: 
Activity No: 9.0 
-
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Reference [Bta 
1. Drawing 42690-013, Flight Support Facility, OTV Configuration 
Arrangements, Space Operations Centar 
Description of Activity 
The OTV servicing actIvity flow chart specified that whenever a slbsequent 
OTV mission is U'lIIIaMed, the crew module is separated from the OTV and stored 
on board the So: until the next manned OTV mission. A special store and 
service port was designed where the crew module can be stGred as illustrated 
In the reference drawing. At the end of Activity 8, the crew moclule was 
attached to the seal pressure port of the Sf'. various optims were considered 
to transfer the crew module from the seal pressure port to tht: store and 
service port. H:Jwever, the activity analysis has shown that the seal pressure 
port can also be utilized as a stow and service port and, if so utilized, will 
eliminate the need for a transfer operation as well as the need for a speCial 
store and service port. One disadvantage of this procedure is a restriction 
on the lIIODility of the RCM. Wlenever the ReM Is required to swing across the 
SF, the RCM cab must be oriented away from the SF to avoid collision with the 
stored crew module. lhis condition is clearly implied in the attactvnent 
describing a crew module tra.'lsfer operation in the event this approach was 
fot.nd ""acceptable by a future analysis. In the meantime, the concept of 
using the seal pressure port as a stow and service port will be adopted as the 
baseline. 
Support Equipment: N/A 
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sa: ProvlsionslQ:mf1guration Impact 
Provisions to lIaintain the crew module in a state of readiness and its use 
as en additional habitation compartment nust be incorporated into the seal 
pressure port. 
Spacecraft Design Impact: N/A 
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FlJCTlON (9.0) Crew Module Transfer to Stow at 
Servic e Alrt 
..... ITEH ____ MlTlIOT\' & SF 
ATTAOt£Hr 1 
fo£nD) NIP Ba~ 1 OF 1 ~~---~----------------------------~~~-~~--~----------~ 
SIJB...'£CT Description at _Al ...... te ... rna--.t;..e ..... Me_tho ..... d ________________ ...... 
To transfer the crew module to the store and service prot, the following 
major procedural steps are required: 
o Close seal pressure port 
a Oemate crew module from seal pressure port 
a Translate crew module (on SF' rails) away from seal pressure port 
o Grasp crew module by RCM arm 
o Release latches (PlOA heads) holding crew module to SF support~ 
o Transfer crew module towa~d store and service port and orient. 
a Berth crew module to store and service port. 
Ol53P-3 
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1. Drawing 42690-016, Replacement Concepts, Avionics 
-r.. .. , .I".'S AllDlDI UIGIU C8IIftI .... 
·LRU's - Olnfiguration Arrangement, Space ~rations Center 
Description of Activity 
To renove and replace a LRU module, the activity begins by removing 
the deflective module from the OlV using the handling boan. lhe handling 
boan tr.ansports the defective LRU to the LRU storage compartment and 
hands off to the storage compartment swing arm. lhe swing arm disposes 
of the defective mowle by installing it in an empty module slot. Then 
the swing arm reaches over to a new module, removes it from its slot and 
hands it off to the handling boan. The handling bOOOl transports the new 
LRU module to the OlV and installs it in place of the previously removed 
defective 1II0dule. This activity will be repeated until all defective 
LRU modules are replaced with new ones. 
SUpport Eguipnent 
o Handling Boan 
o Storage Olmpartment Swing Arm 
Crew Involvement 
One .a. VA crewman within the SF' control module to operate the handling 
boom and the swing arm. 
Ol46P-l 
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sec Provision/Configuration Impact 
SF provisions that are reqJired for this activity include the 
handling bOOll, storage compartments for the LRU's and a swing arm for 
each storage CoqJa1'tment. As an initial configuration two storage 
carapartments ara sufficient for servicing the orv. 
Spacecraft Oesiql Impact 
The replaceable LRU's must be accessible to"and operationally 
compatible with the handling boom and its end effector. lhe L.RU' s must 
be similarly compatible with swing arm operations. 
Ckbiter Design Dnpact NlA 
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FtlCTICW 10.0 Replacing LRU's 
InM MOTV tarV 
to£na) 1 OF' 4·· 
At the initiation of this activity, the MOTV crew module is berthed to 
the control ftldule seal pressure port and separated from the core 
avionics/propulsion module which is now located at the OTV servicing 
station. lhe LRU's are housed at the forward end of the core module where 
all avionics components for operating a.,d controlling the OTV are housed. 
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FlI«:Tlat (10.0) Replacing LRU's 
ITEM to()TV IOlY 
,.£1KID NlA 
SUB..ECT sa: Basic ConfiguratIon Description 
LIZ U MODULE (Jyp) 
lhe LRU's are externally mounted on a skirt that connects the propulsion 
module to the crew module. Thd skirt houses other elements and canpcnents 
of the OlY internally. Since the forward end of the skirt is totall, 
accessible, LRU's could conceivably be located internal to the skirt. 
I-Dwever. this condition is dependent on tne servicing sequence. 
. . 
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RlCTla. (10.0) Re~1ng LRU's 
ITEM M)lV /oTV 






I.ttachments of' the LRU on the OTV and withi., the storage compartment are 
s1m1lar 1n concept as illvstrated above. The IIIOI.J'lting surfce features two 
module restraint pins, a target for the end effector TV camera and two 
tlOPting ruts wrich accept the captive latch crew of the module. The latch 
SLre:ws penetrate the entir& module to tN! opposite Slde .. nere they interface 
.Un C!n adapter fitting as part of the standard grapple end effector. 
Turning the adapter one way w11l untl"lread the latch screw and the other way 
to RUSlt the modu:'e on the surface. 
0146P-S 
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FtICI'ICW (l0.0) Replacing LRU's 
ITEM MlTV IOTV 
I€TKlD 4 OF' 4 
The storage compartment of the LRU s and the associted swing arm is 
1l1ustrated above. A total of 14 units can be stored in one compartment smd 
serviced by a single swing arm. Two access doors are provided on the SF- to 
facilitate LRU handouts to IJr from either of two handling booms. The c;wing 
arm features five degrees of freedom and a CCTV camera to allow the swing 
arm operator to observe IIIOLWltlng or dIsmounting operations. 
0146P-6 
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FtKTIa. (l0.0) Replacing LRIJ's 2 
ITEM MlTV /OTV 
t£nO) 1 OF 1 
LogisUcs considerations, such as ease of handilng, storage and exchange 
operations were the primary drivers in the selected concept. The typical 
LRU atociJ1e 15 approximately l.om x l.om x D.SIn in size which can be handled . 
quite easily by the handling Doom and the swing arm. The LRU size is 
c~able to mociJles utilized similarl) in the Multi Mission Modular 
Spacecraft (MotS) program and it is car:r .. dble with passage through docking 
ports in the event future sa: growth provisions included a repair facility 
for lAU's. In Alternate Method "A", where the entire avionics skirt/adapter 
must be ~xchanged, the efficiency of LRU usage 1s considerably less than the 
selected method. The nunber of spare units that can be stored is also less 
than the selected method. Futhermore, the avionics skirt/adapter may house 
other subsystem components with a different replacement rate requirement 
than the LRU's. On the other hand, alternate Method "8", where C~l8flt 
replacements are suggest8lJ, consunes more time operationally than the 
selected method, requires more spare units to be in storage, and introudces 
the difficulty of twndling smaller l.Ilits with a grappling end effec~r. 
0146P-7 
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FtJ«:Tlat (10.0> Replacing l.RU's 
ITEM I«)TV /OTV 
fo£1l«)I) PAGE 1 OF 1 
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This method is operationally similar to the selected method except the 
entire avionics adapter skirt is replaced rather than individual modules. 
With its size ShOW." the adapter is considerably larger than a module and 
introduces more logi~tical prOblems than the selected method. 
ORIGINAL PAGE is 
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FlI«:TICW (l0.0) Replacing LRU's 
11&1 t«lTV IOTV 
SUB..ECT ent of Alternate Method "8" 
• 11"' ."'iIII'~S IUS'",,*, 
",'11 IIIJIII'TM ~,.,r 
INDIVIDUAL eOMPtJh£N7 Mt'rACr CtJN~£Jlr 
Similar operational procedures are required for this method as those 1n 
the selected method except that individual components are exchanged, as 
s~sted by the above sketch, rather than modules as in the selected 
method. Again, this method introWced logistical problems tr.at were not 
introudced in the selected method such 8S the nt.IiDer 0 r toe r~red spare 
parts. 
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Project: lhScheduled MalntenancelRepair to an OTV at the Service Fixture 
Activity No.: 11.0 
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1. GrlJllllan, Manned Orbital Transfer Vehicle (I4lTV), Vol. 5, Turnaround 
Inalysis, ())ntrac t NA~-2S779, 7 Nlveni:)e r 1979 
2. Drawing 42690-015, F'light Support FaCility, OTV Redocking Concepts, 
Space Operations center, Nlverriler 1980 
,. Drawing 42690-016, Replacement Concepts, LRU's Configuration 
Arrangements, Space Operations ~nter, DececriJer 1980 
. 
Description of Activity 
The activity of unscheduled maintenance/repair for an orbltal transfer 
vehicle would involve vehicle components such as avionics module, res quad 
engine, vehicle propulsion engine, and damage to surface panels. There are 
three methods to assess or repair operational failure or damage. lhe primary 
method utilizes the handling boom as a transfer agent in ConJlSICtion with tne 
OCP as a mamed worKing platform. lhe two secondary methods are the Remote 
Control Module (FCM) arm in conjunction with the OCP, or the Manned 
Maneuvering lhi t (t-MJ). Both secondary methods would be backup modes which 
will provide a measure of redundancy to this actlvlty. 
Support E'Quipment 
o Translation ralls on Service Fixture 
o tsndl1ng Boom & Support carrier 






























o Ug.t1ng I: CClV 
Crew Involvement 
IVA: Ole III8n operating service fixture handling bean from service control 
IICIdi1e 
EVA: O'\e man to operate cherry picker 
SOC Provisions/Configuration Impact 
The translation system, with its capabiHty to handle equipment during 
buildup or service to an OlV operation, is a required provision of the service 
fixture assemly. The translation system and 1ts handling boom are discussed 
in Activity No. 3.0. This activity also requires storage provisions for the 
cherry picker when not in use, and for spare items on a Iogistics cradle. 
Ug,ting and CClV IIIJSt be incorporated into the service fixture operational 
system. 
Spacecraft Oes1s.n Impact 
Unscheduled OTV maintenance operations in space are almost a certainty. 
To accommodate these activities as many OTV components as possible, such as 
engines, skin paneJ s and onboard propellant tanks, must be designed to be 
eas1ly removed and replaced in space while the OTV 1s berthed to the service 
fixture. en the .:lther hand, the provisicn of such an operational flexibiltiy 
may be too costly to implement, when compared to a system that would require 
replacement, lepair or modification made at an earth based facility. A 
canprehensive trade study would be required to determine a feasible 01V 
configuration along these guidelines. 
Orbiter Design Impact: None 
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The Sa: configuration at the initiation of this activity is shO\'JrI 
above. The crew or payload module and the core propulsion module are 
berthed on the service fixture and sufficient spare parts to perform the 
activity are stored either within specially designed canpartments wlthin the 
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11.0 OTV tlnschedJled Maintenance/Repair 
OTVISF 
Translatin 800m 
Description of Selected Metnod 
~ 
(7/ ___ ~_~ 





o With SF handling boOOl and mamed cherry picker, remove da'llage 
componen t (ReS quad, propellan t eng1.,e, skin panel, etc.) 
o Transport part to logistic cradle and secure 
o Pickup replacement and transport to OTV for attachment 
o Activate latches, mechanisms or !;ystems to mate replacement part to 
orbita 1 vehicle . 
o Verify mating interface 
o O'leckout complete tlXlctional system 
OlSlP-4 
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11.0 OTV I)\scheduled Maintenance/Repair 
OTVISF -
Operation Procedure 
The service fixture handling boom translates along rails supported by 
the Sf" structure. A boom moving along these rails can perform w\lrk 
flSlCtions at or arOU'ld vehicles berthed along the system. To aid in tnese 
tasks, a cherry picker can be supported from the end effector of the boan. 
An astronaut 1n the cherry picker has the capability to control t;,e complete 
system to facilitate all work assigrments witnin the reaCh limits of the 
b ()()III.ct • 
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PN3E, 4 OF' 4 
The service fixture as configured can aCCOOIIIOdate more than one handling 
boom. 1his arrangement would allow more than one operation to be performed 
sinultaneously. As shown above, a two track system may be utilized to aid 
1n the overall serviCe/repair operations associated with an OTY. A system 
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FltCTICJ4 11.0 OTV UnscheOJled Maintenance/Repair 
ITEM OTV/SF 
~ 1 OF l' 
Sl&£CT Ra ionale for Selected Method 
The selected method to perform unschedJled maintenance/repair at' an OTV, 
was be-lined primarily because the handling boom/cherry picker cCJ1t)inat1on 
15 available, and it can ut1lize the most direct transfer path. The bOOl1l 
also provides the most accurate operetion, since it is anchored to the 
service fixture and all asserri:lly operations. Using this contJination as the 
primary method allows the secondary systems; the remote control module (R04) 
and the MfolJ to perfoI"lt ot.~r operations s1llultaneously within the sa: and 
service fixture circle 0 f activity. 
The" altematlve method using the ROot can also perform this activity 
adequately. I-bwever, its assignnent as a backup method would allow it to 
perforni other functions associated with large space construction. The MKJ 
has good maneuverability but cIJIJld be limited in ser,,1r.eIhandli.ng a father 
. than small cOC\1lOOents during exchange/repair operations. 
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FtlCTICW 11.0 OTV lk'Ischecllled Maintenance/Repair 
ITEM OTV/SF 
P£nG) 10F 1 ' 
ri tion of Alternate Method "A" 
Operation Procedure 
o RCN with manned cherry picker removes OTV component engine or panels 
o 1l'ansport part to logistics cradle and secure part 
o P1ck up replacement and transport to respective area on OTV and 
attach. 
o Checkout to verify '!Iat1 '9 attachment and operation. 
OlSlP-8 
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FlICT1Cli 11.0 OTV Unschec1Jled Maintenance/Repair 
1191 OTV/SF 
Manned Maneuveri Unit 
SU&£CT Oeseri tion of Alternate Method "B" 
OTV CREW NODULE 
AVIONICS MtJDlJl.E5 
PROPULSIO.41 ~-­
COR€ TAN i<. 
Operation Procedure 
ATTAOtEHT 
PAGE I OF 1 
The utilization or an M~ in a service/repair mode would primarily 
consist of vi~ual inspection and damage assessment. lhe performance af 
actual componen~ exChanges from an MHJ requires the astronaut to have all 
necessary tools J e:tUipnent J and MMU retention tie~owns on hand to exec'Jte 
basic exChan~ operations. 
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~~::;-ence Data 
Ilockwell Drawing 42690-015, 016 
OescrlpUon of ktivity 
o SO:: b docked to the orbiter on service module-l 
o Payload is located in oroiter payload bay with the OTV interface 
forward 
o Payload is deployed from the payload bay using a single PlOA 
deployment aid. Illal PIDA deployment may be used where the payload 
.Length would dictate 
o Payload is grasped by the CTV handling boom end effector at a grapple 
fixture normal to the PIOA interface 
o Payload is released from the PICA, rotated 180° about the ei"'ld 
effector roll axis and relocated next to the inboard side of the SF 
. 
o Payload is berthed onto the SF' support caJlder PICA head interface 
and released from the orv handling boom 
NOTE: If the payload is located in the payload bay with the or" 
. interface aft, the PIOA head would be requirLd to rotate the 
payload 18Ot) in roll prior to Activity 15.0. 
Support Equipment: PIOA. orv handling boom. support carrie r interface 








~~~------ ---- - ~-~ .. 
sa: Prov1sionS/Olnt'1guration Impact 
The OTV support carrier with PIClA-head pickup is utilized to secure the 
payload to the Sf'. The orv handling boom with end effector provides the 
transport 'trOll the orbitpr to the SF'. Control for these operations is 
accomplished from the flight support servicing control center located in the 
SF' support adaptor. 
Payload Cesign t:npact 
PlDA interfaces are re(JJired for deployment from the orbiter payload baf. 
The same interface will be utilized to secure the payload to the SF' support 
carrier fittings. 
A grapple fixture is r~ired t:l interface with t~e SF' OTV handling boom. 
Orbiter Impact 























f\lC'TlCIf 14.0 Transfer OTV P/L to SF 
ITEM SOC 
t£nQl PAGE 1 OF' 2 
SlBJECT 
,...." ..... -" ... 
---
Significant Servicing Features 
. 
o Service fixture (SF) module provides operating structure and 
support carriers for orv payload handling and assembly 
o OTV handling boom on translation rails provides on-site 
aanipulation of orv components including payload module. Boom 
incorporates RMS type end effector. Boom is located on SF' as shown 
in View A-r~ above. 
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RtCTla. 14.0 Transfer OTV Payload to SF' 
ITEM NlA 
P£nm OTV ... andli 800m PAGE 20f"2 
Sl.&.ECT Desert tion 0' Selected Method 
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Description 0 f Selected Met~ 
. 
The selected method for transferring the payload from the orbiter to the 
SF' utilizes the OTV handling boom located on the SF. lhe boom is located on 
the SF as indicated on the above sketch. This location permits the handling 
boom to reach the payload. lhe payload is deployed from the orbiter 
utilizing a PICA device(s). The PICA interface is utilized both for the 
payload deployment from the orbiter and to secure the payload to the Sr via 
the support carrier. The payload is rotated as shown in order to utilize 
the CQIMIOn PIOA attactvnent interface •• 
The payload is berthed to the support carrier on the SF' by a handling 
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gyJr:Ir«i ACTIVIlY J~TA 
I 2 ATTAOf£HT' RlCTICJf 14.0 Tr8fl$fer OTV Payload to SF' ITeM NlA 
f£TIG) N/A PAGE t 1 OF' 2 
stAECT Rational and Trade Data 
'nle fooction inherently re~ires three separate activities -deployment 




The payload envelope is assuned to be in the range of the maxi"lJ'll 
payload bay diameter, thJs, requiring a payload deployment device such as 
the Pl[lA. The PUlA interface on the payload to ao..'OI'IIIIOdate deployment will 
also be utilized to interface with the SF' support carrier, trus, minimizing 
the hardware and interfaces required on the payload. 
Transportation 
The Orbiter RMS has insufficient reach capability to transport the 
payload to the SF'. The SOC RMS has the reach capability for. transport, 
however, the OTV payload transfer could impact other parallel SOC activities 
that require the RD4. 
The OTV handling boom, dedicated to handling and assembly of components 
on the SF', has the reach capability to the PIDA deployment station. 
Consequently, the handling boom was selected for this activity because it 
has sufficient reach capability and will not interfer with other SOC 
operations. 
Berthing 
The SOC ROt has the capability to berth the OT\' payload to the SF' 
support carrier. The SF' handling boom is also capable of performing this 
flJ"lCtion. However, the boom being attached to the SF' will provide a more 
positive berthing control operation, and was, therefore, selected to perform 
this function. In addition, use of the boan for this operation will free 
the ROt to perform other fl.enctions s1nkJltaneously. 
OlSCF-S 
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FlH:T1a. 14.0 Trans~er OTV Payl.oad to SF' 
ITEM 
fo£T1Q) SOC ROt 




PNE. 1 OF' 1 
SOC RCM removes payload from PIOA deployment, transfers payload to SF', 
and berths payload onto the SF' support carrier interface. 
ReM has reach capability to make installation from overhead (upper 
sketch), where the payload is carried in the orbiter payload bay with the 
interface aft; or to make installation from underneath (lower sketch), where 
the payload is carried with the interface forward. The latter method 
requires rotation of the payload 180 0 during transport in order to aUgn the 
COlllllOn PICA interface. 
OlSCP-6 
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SF OlV- HANDLING 
BODM 
Support llail. on SF 
a) Trolley Mounted Berthing 
b) PlDA Interface 
c) TV-Light.-Reticles 
OTV Handling Boom 
a) End Effector 
b) TV-Lights 
RQ( 
a) End Effector 
b) TV-Light. 
Payload Equipment 
a) PIDA Interface 
b) Grapple Fixture 
IVA 
a) Se"ice Fixture Module 
b) ~ Contr.ol Koclule 
0l5(P-7 
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PASSIVE 
SF TROLlEY- MOUNTED 
BERTHIN6 iNTERFACE 
ME'rBODS 















SERlICItG ACTIVITY DATA SHEET 
Project: ServIcIng OTV at SOC 
ActIvity No: 17.0 
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Reference Dlta 
Task 4 o-rg No. 42690-14, 42696-17 
Description 0 f A:tlvity 
IAaIi. elltC& 
CO .... IIIIY 
. The activIty as.SlJI18~ the Sa: contlguratlon to be as ShCMl in Attachment 1 
where the transfer 15 routed from the payload bay to a location on the service 
fixture desIgnated as the fueling statton. At that point, the interface 
connection to the propulsion core module LOz and LI+2 are mated and the 
tanks refilled with the aid of payload bay Dack pressure and/or service 
• fixture punps. 
Support E'guianent 
o Unes and swing-arm fule comectors on service fixture 
o Service fixture statton-indexing controls 
o SF lightIng and TV 
Crew Involvement 
EVA: tole 
IVA: Sa: service fixture operator 
SOC Provisions 
o LongitudInal distrIbutIon lineslvalveJlpumps internal to tne service 
facility structure 
o Single d~gree of freedom swing-arms \.0 interconnect with the 
spacecraft tanks external to the spY"vi.ce facUity 
o Ug,ting and TV for viewing the actual interface as comecUons are 





Spacecraft OesiSl1 Impact 
Specific standard coordinate locations for fuelirVrefueling 
1ntercOfii'leCtions on core IIIOdule tanks and Wly other tanks requiring fuel 
transfer - to .atch fueling station coordinates. 
Ck'biter Design papact: Mlne 
Attactvnents 
1. sa: Configuration 
2. Selected Method 
3. .Rationale and Trades 
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FlN:TI~ 17.0 Refuel Core Propulsion Module 
ITEM NlA 
fo£TNJ) NlA 
SUBJECT SOC OJnflguratlon 
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1 OF 2 
The sa:: baseline configuration for fuel transfer is taken from Drawing 
42690-014. 
ruel is transferred from the payload bay throuc;jl a short swivel boom to 
hardline routing on the Sa::; starting at service module l, up and across to 
the DTV service fixture. Lal and LH2 are 1n separate line routings on 
opposite sides of the service module. 
0154P-3 
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ORtGlI'!~L PAGE IS 
OF .,OOR QUALITY 
ATTAOKHr 
PAGE 2 OF' 2 
The Sa: service fixture as described in Drawing 42690-017 t is essentially 
utilized on all six external surfaces by spacecraft storage or servicing and 
by DTV handling boans. Routing and l.ntercomect fixtures external to the SF' 
structure would impact or provide hazard to other external activities. All 
refueling activity elements are la.:ated inside the structure as described in 








FtfCTlac 17.1) Refuel Core Propulsion Module 
ITEM Distribution 
f£TlQ) 
SlI5..ECT oe" i tion 0 f Selected Method 
PN:E. 1 OF:3 
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'The fuel distribution along the service fixture con~tsts of H2 and ~ 
lines routed longitudinally inside the two opposite Cal ..:.tS of the SF. 
Interface branches at one or more refueling stations are routed inside the SF 
fiJr access to either side where the support rails can transhte spacecraft for 
serviCing. Interface t,ranches could be made as desired to . ne drop tank 









FlICTIa. 17.0 Refuel Core Propult.un MoWle 






sa: operator translates core module to the select"'d refueling stati'll'l, 
where the tank interfaces are indexed to match the sWJ.llg arm (approximately 
32 inches). ~ connector actuator actively engages the fluid comector and 
pulls 1n to Nke a solid connection. lhe swing arm has a single axis of 
rotation. When the distribution valve and the tank valve are opened, fuel mRY 
be t.T8nsferred. After refueling the swing arm is rotated back canpletely 
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The distribution system as shown has the versatility to support f~tions 
other than cClre RIOclJle refueling. 
If propellant storage tanks were to be incorporated in the service 
fixture: fuel transfer to and from the storage tanks could be made; payload 
bay exctss following refueling could be stored in the tanks for future use; 
or:Jiter refueling sChedulps need not be tied to the core module scenario; and 
exr.ess vehicle fuel at the time of docking could be stored for reuse. 
Tow refueling stations would permi t fuel transfer and direct topplng-off 











Ft.erJCft 17.0 Refuel Core Propulslort Module 
Imt MIA 
f£TlU) 1 OF' 1 
ale and Trades 
Distrlbutiort System 
The distr1butlort system descr~ed in Attachment 2 1s necessary tor safe 
refueling operatiorts. It teatures maxiJtP.Jm separation at 02 and H2 lines to 
1I1n1m1ze hazardous ccnditions in the event leakage occurs. 
Intertace Connections 
Connections throug, the support assently, Attachment 4, have an 
advantage at' mating accuracy. 1hey also have some o1stinct disadvantages: 
1. It requires close proximity connections where leakage could be 
a serious hazard 
2. Routing tuelUnes throu~ an intertace already requiring data 
and cootrol connections is complex 
,. It re~!res flexible or telescoping lines that pose d1tticult 
sealing reql.drements 
Connections throug"l separate swing arms, Attacl"vn9nt 2, have the 
advantage of maximum separation and of a simplified ~e&ling requirement at 
only one joint. Dhadvantages are: 
1. Slig,tly less built-in accuracy althDUg"l the support assenbly 
travel reqlJirement is the same as above and the support 
aSserrDly can be extcndea or .. tltracted to the desired heig,t. 
2. The ort~ter connection location may not be most convenient 
tor all tanks that mi!Jlt be considered. 
lhese disadvantages are not critical drivers and the method described in 
Attactvnent 2 was selected as the baseline • 
• 
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A.r«:TICW 17.0 Refuel Core Propulsion Module 
ITEM NlA 
fEllDD Th~ PIOA Support Asscrrbly 
SUB..ECT Description of' Alternate Method 
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'The refueling interface to the core module is routed directly thrCJUgl the 
PIOA support asseni:lly. 
Internal service fixture line~ are fed up throuc;j\ the support aS5entlly to 
interface with t.he tank cOMectors at the berthing interface. The connections 
have excellent mating accuracy. Prior to and after ref:Jeling, the connecUon 
device is retracted to the SF' surface, so that the support assembly can be 
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Description of Activity 
1hree l118jor tasks comprIse the installation of each OTV drop tank, 
its deployment from the cargo bay, its transfer to the service fixture 
IIOdule and its berthing to the OTV propulsion core. The selected tank 
installation method includes one primary method and two secondary ones 
.tUc:h can be utilized as backup. All three utilize the same tank 
deployment and berthing techniques. They aiffer only !n the use of a 
tank transfer agent. In the primary method the handling bOOll is utlllzed 
as the transfer agent. In the secondary methods, one utilizes the RCM 
arm as the transfer agent and the other a contlination of the RMS and the 
handling boaII. An alternate method is persented which ~loys B 
different berthing tedlnique and it also has the option of using anyone 
of the transfer agents utillzed for the selected method. In either case, 
the activity assumes that the OTV propulsion core is located on a protion 
of the !F deSignated as the OTV assentlly station with the necessary 
provisions to perform OTV tank installation. It begins by a PICA 
assisted deployment of the tank fan the cargo bay, tranferring it to the 
f$F by any of the agents discussed and berthing it directly to the OTV 
propulsion core. 
Construction Support Equipment 
a Translation Rails on SF' 
a Handling Boom 
a RMS 
a fD4 Arm 
a Mamed Remote Working station - ..-RWS (Open Cherry Picker - OCP) 
a PICA 
a Ug,ting and TV 
Crew Involvement 
IVA: O1e man for operating the PlOA, and the RMS. 01e man for 
operating the RCM arm and the handling boom 
EVA: O1e man to perform structural attachments 
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!tt Provisions/Configuration Impact 
A translation systelll by which to move end place the OlV propulsion core an 
the OTV assembly station is a required provision of the service fixture IDiJle 
(SF). In addition, the handling boom along with its own translation systaa, 
as discussed in Activity 3 would be a required piece of ~t an the SF to 
provide the pr1lllary capability for transferring the tanks trOll the orbiter 
cargo bay to the SF. 
To provide an OlV assemly station, l1g,tIng and CCTV provisions aust be 
incorporated into the SF in addition to the aforement1oncd equipllef'lt. 
Spacecraft Oesig'l Impact 
structural and utill ty interface prOvisions are required to attach each 
tank to the propulsion core and integrate their systems. These interfaces, 
two between each tank and the core, are envisions to be relatively s~le 
dock1nglberthing devices s1m1lar to the PIOA. To min1m1ze the rutJer of 
attachment proviSions, the PIOA interfaces which aided in deploying each t:ai< 
can also be used ss interface to the propulsion core. If so utilized, they 
.ust also incorporate the necessary utillty provisions. Typical PlOA • 
interfaces 111'8 Ulustrated in Attachment 1, Page 4. 
Orbiter Oesig'l Impact 
A set of two PIOAs are required on the orbiter to assist in the deployment 
of tne tanks tram the orbiter cargo bay. 
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FUNCTION 18.0 OTY Tank Installation 
ITEM ttlTV IOTY &: SF AlTAOt£NT 
fI£1KI) iank Transfer to SF PAGE 1 OF' 




o Deploy tank 1 from P IL bay using PICA 
• i i --) 
======~ ... - .. 
o Grasp tank 1 by handling boom and releasE PlDA 
o Transfer tank to SF and orient 
o Berth tank 1 to OTY core using PIOA head interface 
o Activate mechanism to mate interface comections 
o verify mating 
. 
o Deploy tank 2 
o Deploy tank 3 
o Attach structural members between tanks and OTY using EVA 
(Assunptions: Required structural members are stowed on each tank 
in conjunction with the MRWS and the handling boom) 
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FtlCTICW 18.0 0lV Tank InstalletiM 
ITEM fC)1V I01V , !F 
f£n«I) 2tF' 
Sl&.ECT i tion of Selected Seconda Method 1 
Installation Procedure 
o Deploy tank 1 fran P/l bay using PICA 
o Grasp tank 1 by R::M arm and release PICA 
o Transfer tank to SF" and orient 
o "Berth tank 1 to 01V core using PICA head interface 
o Activate mechanism to mate interface connections 
o Verify mating 
o Deploy tank 1 
o Deploy tank ) 
o 
OlS6P-' 
Attach structural members between tanks and DTV using EVA 
(Ass~t1ons: Required Structural mentlers are stowed on each tank 
in conjlrlCUon with the ~WS &mEl the handling boom) 
~ ... -------'" ~- -~--~- -~----------
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1 FlrCTIat 18.0 OlV Tank Installaticn 
ITEM t«)lV IOTV at IS 
fE'TKI) Transfer to IS 3rF5 
tion of Selected Seconda Method 2 
1 
. J' ; i -) -" 
.. .--- .-
Installation Procedure t l 
0 Deploy tank 1 from P/L bay using PICA 1 
0 Grasp tank 1 by RMS and release PICA -l 
0 Transfer tank 1 to within reach of handling boom J <. 
0 Grasp tank 1 by OlV handling. boom and re lease RMS 
· 0 Transfer tank to SF and orient ) 1 
0 Berth tank 1 to OlV core using PICA head interface .' 
0 Activate mechanism to mater interface connections 
0 Verify mating 
0 Deploy tank 2 
0 Deploy tank 3 
0 Attach structural mentlers between tanks and OlV using fYA 
(Ass~tions: Required structural members are stowed on each tank i in conjU'lCtion with the t-RWS amd the handling boom) 
• ~ 
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_ NeTJa. 18.0 OlV Tank Installatitf'l 




Of POOR QUAUTY 
The interface bebeen the OlV propulsion core and the SF is a two-point 
attachment system consisting of a set of PIOA heads on a translation rail as 
illustrated above. The passive halves of the PlOA heads are incorporated in 
the propulsion core and the active halves in the SF. S1m1lar two-point 
attachments are required to interface each tank to the propulsion core. 
ttJwever, the passive halves are part of the tank and the acHve halves part 








18.0 OTV Tank Installation 
tmV/OTV '" ~ 
5 C'F 5. 
The handling boom was utilized in Activity ) for transferring the OTV 
propulsion core/crew module from its berthing adapter at the end of the ~ 
to the translation rail discussed in the previous page. For this activ!ty, 
hawver, it will be the primary means by which to transfer the OTV tanks 
from the orbiter cargo bay to the SF. It also dOlbles as a secondary 
method for. the same purpose in conj'Jtletion with the RMS. If used in the 
secondary mode, an additional grapple fixture on each OTV tank w11l be 
required. 
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FlJCTICrt 18.0 OTV Tank Installation 
ITEM KlTV lOT V &: SF 
" 
t£'tKI) Tank Transfer to SF' 
ATTAOf£HT 
PAGE I "1 OF 1 
I 2 
Sl&£CT Rationale for Selected Method 
" 
In the selected methods, primary and secondary, the tank transfer 
operation froll the cargo bay to the $F' relies heavily on available equipment 
that was required for other activities and operations. ~s such it does not 
require additional equipment specifically dedicated to this activity. Of 
the three transfer agents available for this operation, the handling boom 
was designated as the primary agent because its use provides the most direct 
transfer path. In addition. becau.c;e the boom is anchored on the SF' where 
assembly operations are being performed, berthing accuracy lilllits can best 
be contrQlled by the boom. Designating the boom as the transfer agent also 
allows the RCM arm (anci the RMS) to perform other functons slnultaneously 
with OTV tank installation operations. 
The alternate method, as illustrated in Attactment (), utilizes a 
d\tferent berthing approach than the selected methods. In this cose, the 
tank 1s berthed to the tram;lation raU rather than directly to the 
propulsion core. By this approach, the rail system could doubla as an 
alignment fixture for mating each tank to the core and automatP the 
attactlnent operation. However, berthing each tank on the rail system is 
Similar to berthing it on the core. OJnsequently, no advantage is realized 
by using the alternate approach. In addition, the selected method of mating 
two bodies in a two..point attactwnent was discussed with NASA KlF" personnel 
where a similar test was conducted in which a large payload was berthed to 
two PlDAs. The conclusion of the test was that the operation is quite 
feasible. 
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FltCTIat 18.0 OTY Tank Installation 
Imt MlTV IOTY 6: SF ATTAOKNT 
t£ltIlD Tank Transfer to SF' PAGE 1 OF 2 
SUB..ECT Alternate Method 
A- ec.M .~ .. 
, °0 
The same tank transfel methods utilized by "':he selected method of 
installing OTY tanks also apply to this alternate. Only the use of the R04 
arm as a transfer agent as presented' for brevity. 
Installation Procedure 









Grasp tank 1 by RCM arm and release PICA 
Transfer tank 1 to far side of SF' and orient 
Berth tank 1 to SF rail system 
Translate tank 1 to OTV assent>ly station 
~tivate mechanism to mate structural and utility 
interfaces . 
veri fy mating 
Rotate OTY core 1200 until tank 1 is in the tank 2 
position 
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18.0 OTV Tank Installation 
MJTV /MY It Sf'M 
Taric Transfer to SFM 
I.TTAOKNT 
PAGE I 2OF2 
- StaJ!tT At. ternate Method 
o Deploy tanc 2 frOll P/L bay using PIOA 





Gl'aSp tank 2 by RCM arm and release PIOA 
Transfer tank 2 to near side of SFM and orient 
o Berth tank 2 to near side of Sf'M rail syst!1I 
o 
o 
Translate tank 2 to OTV assentlly station 
ktivate mechanism to mate structural and utillty 
interfaces 
o verify mating 
o Rotate OTV core 1200 back to its starting position 
o Deploy t&nk 3 from P/L bay using PIDA . 
o Grasp tank 3 by R()4 arm and release PICA 
o lranslate tank 3 to near side of SF'M and orient 
o Berth tank 3 to near side of Sf'M rail system 
o lranslate tank 3 to OTY assennly station 
o Activate mechanism to mate structural and utility 
interfaces 
o verify mating 
I 
o Attach structural menDers between tanks and OTV using ~YA 
(lI&sunpt~ons: Required structural menDers are stowed on each tanK) 
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